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I bet you
didn’t see
that coming.

Every year, thousands of truckers are injured on the job. OOIDA is one of the best
alternative sources for Occupational Accident coverage for both owner-operators and fleets.
Our program offers protection against work-related injuries.
And our current rates are guaranteed through May 2021.
Three Occupational Accident policies limits are available:
(These are all combined single limit policies.)

$500,000
$1,000,000 (with Motor Carrier Indemnification)
$2,000,000 (with Motor Carrier Indemnification)

OOIDA
Occupational
Accident rates
are guaranteed
through

May 2021!!

• All three policies pay up to 100% coverage for medical expenses incurred due to an
occupational accident with NO DEDUCTIBLE.
• Coverage includes disability and accidental death and dismemberment.
• There are also limited benefits for dental expenses and non-occupational accidents.
• Owner-operators and drivers will also get the added protection of travel assistance
services, discount prescription plan, and identity theft resolution services.

Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits

Group at 800-715-9369 for
more information and a quote on

this or other medical benefits available.
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Don’t quit being crazy
“Here’s to the crazy ones.
The misfits. The rebels. The
troublemakers. The round pegs in
the square holes. The ones who see
things differently. They’re not fond
of rules. And they have no respect
for the status quo. You can quote
them, disagree with them, glorify or
vilify them. About the only thing you
can’t do is ignore them. Because they
change things. They push the human
race forward. And while some may
see them as the crazy ones, we see
genius. Because the people who
are crazy enough to think they can
change the world, are the ones who
do.”
– Rob Siltanen
There’s a story behind that quote.
Apple’s Steve Jobs laid claim to
it, at least partially, in a biography
by Walter Isaacson. Problem was
it wasn’t Jobs who said it. Rob
Siltanen was the creative director
and managing partner at advertising
agency TBWA/Chiat/Day during
the development of the now-famous
Apple advertising campaign.
According to Siltanen’s account
in Forbes, Jobs was initially harsh
about the campaign, calling it “shit”
and later, after its success, claiming
credit for it.
While the quote and story are
both interesting, they are oh so
appropriate when you think about
the dynamic between mega fleets
and the little guys – the crazy ones
in the quote, if you will – comprised
of drivers, small fleets and owneroperators.
The same parallel can be drawn
between Jobs (the fleets) and the
little guys (Siltanen).
10 LAND LINE

Let that all sink in for a minute.
It’s not just a David-and-Goliath
story. It’s a story about messaging.
It’s a story about what it takes to get
things done.
Drivers have found their voice and
have risen up to demand change.
Fleets and their economic driven
agendas, with a helping side of
so-called safety groups, called the
shots far too long.

Things turned into a
regulatory pressure
cooker for drivers
and owner-operators.
It frankly made them
just crazy enough to
demand change.
It turned into a regulatory pressure
cooker for drivers and owneroperators. It frankly made them just
crazy enough to demand change.
Many of you found your voices for
the first time. Welcome to the party.
Just don’t get impatient and leave.
Things are just getting good.
Dive into this issue of the
magazine. It will serve you well as
a playbook to get informed and stay,
or get active if you aren’t already.
We start off with a CliffsNotes
version of major issues that have
been on and off the radar for years.
It’s funny about trucking, it doesn’t
seem like any issue is truthfully
dead. Advocates will take their
defeat, retreat and vow to fight
another day. Take speed limiters
for example. Haven’t heard much
chirping out of pro-speed limiter
groups as of late. They haven’t

given up, but is this the year for the
comeback? I go over that and much
more starting on Page 16.
Once you’re primed on the
lingering issues (and hopefully
inspired by FMCSA Administrator
Ray Martinez’s words), you
need to flip over to Page 44 –
communication warfare.
This is our annual grassroots
guide. That term seems defeating
to a lot of people – apparently not
the crazy ones – so we lay it out in
terms that make it clear that you
can make a difference. You have an
entire arsenal at your disposal in the
war of words. We can’t let the mega
fleets and “safety” advocates drive
the narrative anymore.
Hours of service is a perfect
example of what can happen when
drivers, even with their different
ideas and opinions, come together to
fight for change. Let’s keep that ball
rolling and fight for change in other
areas of trucking life as well.
Speaking of other areas in dire
need of change, driver pay. John
Bendel, or Obi-Wan Kenobi as I
secretly call him from time to time,
educates us all on driver pay and
how it got to the dismal place that it
is. It’s a must read on Page 13.
The mom in me right now feels
like I’m neglecting so many great
articles in this issue, because moms
can’t have favorites. And I don’t
have the room to tell you about all of
them or to gush about the amazing
team of writers and designers who
put this issue together. It was a labor
of love with many hurdles, but we
got it done. We sincerely hope you
enjoy it. LL
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OpEd

Opinion I Editorial

Butchers, bakers and cheese stick makers
The list of hours-of-service exemptions and
exemption requests marches on.
I really can’t make this stuff up.
In December, the FMCSA published
Wendy Parker
STAFF WRITER
its intent to formally request comments
regarding “a joint application from the
American Bakers Association and the International Dairy
Foods Association seeking an exemption from the hoursof-service regulations for drivers engaged in the delivery
of baked goods and milk products during periods and in
geographic areas reasonably anticipated to be impacted by
an impending natural disaster or emergency situation.”

So basically all those who rush out to buy milk and bread
before a snowstorm have caused the bread and milk haulers
to ask for an exemption in their hours of service before
the ice/snow/frozen-precipitation-of-any-kind-below-theMason-Dixon-Line ever even gets there.
Y’all need to quit it. And I can say that, because I hail
from the South.
(Did someone say “hail”? You better go buy some milk
and bread.)
I don’t know what the compulsion is to have an
abundance of bread and milk in the house when bad
weather is forecast. It’s definitely more predominant in the
South, although as a transplanted Southerner I’ve seen my
share of milk-sandwich mass-hysteria in Ohiya.
I do know I’ve lived 50 years without ever eating a milk
sandwich, and will possibly leave the mortal coil entirely
before ever having the desire to do so. Weather be damned.
The exemption would “apply from the time that a natural
disaster or emergency is reasonably anticipated until a

TRUCKING

HISTORY
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FEB. 20, 1931
Congress granted California
permission to build the San
Francisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge. It was opened on
Nov. 12, 1936.

reasonable time after the disaster has resolved.”
Call me crazy, but reasonable people might stock up on
things like medical supplies and, oh, I don’t know, stuff to
maybe clear the roads? Ha, ha, I know that would make
sense, and who wants to make sense when there’s snocream to be made with ice scraped off the bare bread racks
out behind the Piggly Wiggly?
And not to be a Debbie Downer or anything, but pretty
much every day I wake up there’s a reasonable anticipation
of disaster in some form. I’m not sure who gets to be
the Wizard of Anticipation, but that position might be as
difficult to fill as Czar of Milk-Sandwiches. If the choice
were presented, I would remain unaffiliated.
The public was given 30 days to submit its comments to
the FMCSA about this exemption.
You could have mentioned how absurd it is to continue
with the reams of HOS exemptions and the minutiae of
reasons as to why and how a driver manages his or her
time. Or how relatively stupid it is to insist that the load
dictates the level of safety instead of the conditions or the
well-being of the driver.
Of course, that would make sense and who wants to make
sense when there’s tasty milk sandwiches to be had? LL

FEB. 17, 2003
According to figures released by the U.S. Energy Information
Administration, the national average cost of diesel fuel per gallon
rose to $1.704 from the previous week’s average of $1.662. It
was the highest cost of diesel per gallon ever recorded by the
EIA. The previous high was $1.67, recorded in October 2000.
FEBRUARY 2019
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You could have mentioned how absurd
it is to continue with the reams of
HOS exemptions and the minutiae of
reasons as to why and how a driver
manages his or her time.

OpEd
The driver pay problem – how we got here
So why don’t carriers
simply raise driver pay
and pass it along to
John Bendel
shippers? That would
CONTRIBUTING
EDITOR-AT-LARGE
seriously slow down
driver turnover, right?
Isn’t that what they did back in the
regulated days, when most drivers
earned a good living – at least better
than today?
I have no sympathy for big carriers
that churn through drivers like wood
chippers eat logs, but they do have a
problem when it comes to driver pay
raises. It’s riskier for carriers to raise
pay now than it was then. Let me
explain.
Before 1980, the Interstate Commerce
Commission regulated trucking in
detail. Then, as now, owner-operators
could lease to a carrier and run on that
carrier’s operating authority. Many did
pretty well. But operating authority
itself was a big challenge. If you
weren’t one of the carriers already in
business in 1935 when trucking was
first regulated, you had to buy operating
authority from another carrier or prove
to the ICC that existing carriers weren’t
doing the job. That could get ugly and
expensive.
So in the Motor Carrier Act of 1980,
Congress got rid of most operating
authority restrictions.
But that wasn’t all they got rid of.
Originally, the ICC had to approve
interstate carrier rates and required that
they be published. Competitors could
protest each other’s rates. In 1948,
Congress went a step further and
exempted carriers from antitrust laws.
This made price fixing legal. Carriers
formed rate bureaus and arrived at rates

that suited everyone in the group.
This was fine with the Teamsters,
who now negotiated contracts with
groups of carriers at a time who were
often competitors. As a result, poor
carriers made enough to stay in
business, efficient carriers did well, and
Teamster drivers made more and more
money.

Millions of drivers
today take home
roughly the same pay
– measured in what
it can buy – that they
earned in 1980.
By 1964, infamous Teamster leader
Jimmy Hoffa engineered the union’s
first national labor contract. It was
called the National Master Freight
Agreement, and it covered more than
450,000 carrier workers, roughly
60 percent of the truck drivers in the
U.S. Teamster driver pay would
continue to rise through the 1970s.
Even nonunion carriers had to raise pay
to attract drivers.
Of course, not everyone was happy –
particularly shippers, which included
some of the largest corporations in the
world. They had friends in Washington,
D.C., so the battle to undo trucking
regulation was on. It would take 15
years, but the shippers finally won.
Most operating restrictions were gone
in the Motor Carrier Act of 1980. More
importantly, so was trucking’s
exemption from antitrust laws. Now
carriers had to set rates individually.
Trucking suddenly became price

FEB. 1, 2006
OOIDA President Todd Spencer, who was the executive vice president
at the time, met with then-FMCSA Administrator Annette Sandberg to
stress the need for broker oversight. “The problems with unscrupulous
brokers have continued to worsen, and the need for action is greater
than ever,” the Association wrote in a petition to FMCSA.
FEBRUARY 2019

competitive. The new truckload carriers
that emerged after deregulation were
especially competitive. They still are.
Back in the regulated days, competing
carriers could set rates together at levels
to protect their profit even in a
recession. Today’s carriers can’t do that.
If Good Guy Trucking raises driver
pay in good times – like now – it’s
more or less stuck with that pay level
when recession comes.
If Bad Guy Trucking keeps driver pay
down, it can beat the Good Guy rates
when times are tough and competition
for freight heats up. That’s why carriers
would rather do sign-on bonuses than
raise pay. The bonus is a one-time
thing. Rates of pay tend to remain the
same.
And boy, have they remained the
same. Millions of drivers today take
home roughly the same pay – measured
in what it can buy – that they earned in
1980. At the same time, in many cases
the job has gotten harder. Regulation is
still with us, but now it’s about safety.
In its effort to make highways safer, the
new regulators have drawn an evershrinking band around driver options,
treating human drivers like industrial
machines with tightly scheduled
operations, down time, and preventive
maintenance.
One of the most attractive jobs in
America has become one of the least
attractive. But I don’t have to tell you.
So it isn’t easy for carriers to raise
pay. But it isn’t impossible either. Sadly,
individually and through their trade
associations, carriers seem more
interested in holding driver pay,
benefits, and anything but efficiency
down. LL

FEB. 13, 2018
Ray Martinez, the former head of the New
Jersey Motor Vehicle Commission, was
confirmed as the sixth director in the history of
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration.
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Land Line offers polls on its website at LandLineMag.com
to gauge truckers’ opinions on issues of interest. Here are
some recent polls and their results.

)
)

In your experience, when
bad weather hits, other drivers:

Do not adjust and keep driving like maniacs .... 39%
Actually slow down and are courteous
for a change. ..................................................... 9%
It is more difficult to guess
what they are going to do ................................ 52%

Do you more often grab
something from a fast-food chain
or sit down in a diner for a meal?

We gotta go-go-go, so fast food
is the way to go............................................... 32%
Diners, because it is nice to get
out of the truck for a meal. .............................. 43%
I avoid both of them. ....................................... 25%

)
)
)

Have you ever entered into
a truck lease-purchase
agreement with a carrier?

Yes. It turned out bad for me. .......................... 12%
Yes. It worked out for me. ................................ 19%
No. Have not been offered one. .......................... 4%
No, not ever. ................................................... 65%

Did you see lower rates
over the holiday season?

Rates have been as strong as any year. ........... 29%
Maybe a little lower. ........................................ 46%
Man alive, rates have been off this year. .......... 25%

When you get to spend time
at home, how much do you
get done on the “honey-do” list
waiting for you?

Whatever is on there, I get it done. .................. 12%
I get some of it done,
but the list keeps growing................................ 57%
There is no “honey-do” list waiting for me. ...... 31%

Check out our polls on LandLineMag.com. To vote, click in
one of the circles to indicate the answer that best fits your opinion.
When you click on “Vote,” the site will show you up-to-date results,
with your opinion included.
14 LAND LINE
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OOIDAmedia LAND LINE
No satellite radio?
No problem
Did you miss a part of Land Line Now’s radio show on
Sirius XM Channel 146 because you had to take care
of business? Or maybe you don’t have satellite radio at
all and want to hear the broadcast. Land Line Now has
you covered by offering each day’s full broadcast on its
website and via podcast.
Land Line Now offers its full show the following
day at 6 a.m. Eastern
streaming online at
LandLineNow.com.
For those on the
road and listening
to audio on their
phone, the show can be
accessed as a podcast on
various podcast apps as
well.
“The No. 1 question
we have been asked over and over since we went on
the air is, ‘Why can I not listen to your show online?’”
Land Line Now Host Mark Reddig said. “Frankly, this is
overdue, and we’re glad to provide it.”
Podcasts will be available on most podcast apps,
including Apple Podcasts, Stitcher, Pocket Casts,
Overcast, Podbean and others. Simply subscribe to the
podcast, set up automatic downloads for new episodes
and watch the latest Land Line Now broadcast pop up
on your phone every morning. LL
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FEDUP ANALYSIS

With a shift in party
control of the House
of Representatives, we
rank the top pet issues
of lawmakers as to what
will likely see action and
maybe traction in the
116th Congress and
what the agencies are
still considering.

By Jami Jones, managing editor

T

wo years ago, an
unprecedented event
occurred on the regulatory
front for truckers. Standing by an
election promise, President Donald
Trump signed the regulatory reform
executive order that all but shut
down the pipeline of regulations
flooding the trucking industry.
It was crickets for the longest
time. And while the regulatory
agenda of the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration has
remained at a trickle compared
to the fire hose of new and
retooled regulations of previous
administrations, there are still plenty
of issues to occupy a trucker’s
attention.

Hours of
service
Obviously, it’s the hottest of hot
issues out there for truckers right
now. Fortunately, it’s also “job one”
for FMCSA now. At the time of

16 LAND LINE

this writing, the initial comment
period on an advance notice of
proposed rulemaking has closed.
The agency is, in the words of Joe
DeLorenzo, director of enforcement
and compliance for FMCSA,
going through the “tedious” task
of reviewing the more than 5,000
comments filed.
At this stage of the game, the
agency is sifting through all of the
information provided during the
comment period to decide if there is
justification to proceed to the next
step in the regulatory process.
You don’t have to be able to
read the tea leaves to know that
FMCSA is fully prepared to do
“something” with hours of service.
The cancellation of the split sleeper
berth pilot program is one of the
many encouraging signs. But, more
than using spiritual predictions,
FMCSA Administrator Ray
Martinez talks about HOS reform
way too much for someone not fully
prepared to make changes.
Martinez also has continued to
press for truckers to stay engaged in
the regulatory process.
“Just as safety on our highways
and roads is a responsibility
everyone equally shares and
must participate in, so too is the

regulatory process,” Martinez
told Land Line. “I am determined
to continue to engage and listen
to everyone. I am determined to
change the perception by too many
individuals that their experience and
viewpoints are not heard and not
appreciated.
“Most of all, I am determined
to broaden the involvement of all
agency stakeholders – especially
drivers – in everything we do at
FMCSA. And the most direct way
drivers can do that is by sharing
their experience and their unique
insights in comments to proposals
for rulemaking.”
(Read more on Page 44 in
OOIDA’s 2019 Grassroots Guide on
how to be involved.)
But for now on hours of service,
from the outside looking in, we’re
on the “wait” part of hurry up and
wait. For ranking purposes, this
is a white-fire-hot issue that just
requires a bit of patience right now.

Speed
limiters
A yearslong battle has waged
over mandatory use of speed
limiters. The American Trucking

FEBRUARY 2019

You can’t trust that
any issue will ever
really go away. They
all have potential to
heat up quickly.

Associations started the battle back
in 2006 when it petitioned the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration and FMCSA to
issue a rule. The two-pronged
approach ostensibly pressed NHTSA
to require the devices on all new
trucks and for FMCSA to prevent
or restrict nonequipped trucks from
operating in interstate commerce.
The proposal moved about as
fast as speed-limited trucks. It took
more than nine years before the
agencies sent anything to the White
House for review. Those reviews
typically take 60 to 90 days. The
speed-limiter notice of proposed
rulemaking remained under review
for more than a year – not really
communicating confidence in the
rule.
Eventually in September 2016,
the notice was put out for comment.
The 60-day comment period ended
in November 2016, and there has
been silence ever since. It dropped
low enough on the administration’s
priority list that it got moved to a
list of long-term actions, effectively
taking it off the stove and not even
placing it on the back burner.
That’s not to say that the ATA
and various safety groups won’t
be rattling the cages of the new

Democratic leadership in the House
to try and get some congressional
action toward a mandate. It’s a
top issue that may return from the
dead to be battled over again in this
Congress.
We’ll say this is a sleep-withone-eye-open issue. You can’t trust
this one will ever really go away.
It always has potential to heat up
quickly.

of a broker or freight forwarder
when it receives notice from the
surety or trust fund provider that
a payout has occurred to where
the financial security is less than
$75,000, as well as when a surety or
trust fund provider gives reasonable
notice of a claim to the broker, and
the broker does not respond.
This one is in the warming-up,
stay-tuned category.

Broker bonds
and enforcement

Minimum
insurance
requirements

From the “good news” category,
FMCSA is continuing to look at
unscrupulous practices in the freight
brokerage industry. While there
certainly are brokers who conduct
themselves in a fiscally responsible
manner, the setup of the industry
itself allows for a lot of unlicensed,
uninsured so-called brokers to insert
themselves in the freight booking
business. Many times that leaves
truckers left unpaid.
A previous congressional action
in MAP-21 required that a security
bond of $75,000 be retained by
brokers. FMCSA is now considering
an approach where it would
“immediately suspend” the authority

The move to increase the minimum
insurance required by motor carriers
is fueled – wait for it – by the trial
attorneys and their lobbyists. Clearly
energized by earth shaking and
ground breaking multimillion dollar
jury awards, going after truckers
has long been a business model for
ambulance-chasing attorneys.
While the required minimum for
routine freight is $750,000, many
motor carriers carry insurance
policies higher than that. One report
used to “justify” the increase stated
only 74 crashes a year exceed the
minimum – without accounting
for fault. Industry stats show that
Continued on Page 18
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between 75 percent and 85
percent of all crashes are not the
fault of truckers. The cause could
be the other driver, an animal,
weather and so forth. Couple that
with the fact that the average
claim on truck-involved incidents
is $18,000, any move to increase
the required minimum is purely
profit driven.
FMCSA pushed out an advance
notice of proposed rulemaking
in 2014. That’s where it pretty
much stalled. In fact, the agency
withdrew the proposal in 2017.
It is nowhere to be found on
FMCSA’s official radar. It has
been mentioned by Administrator
Martinez a couple of times, which
hints it is not entirely dead either.
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Further pause for concern is
that there are lawmakers who –
like Rep. Matt Cartwright, D-Pa.,
who introduced a bill in Congress
years ago to raise the minimums
to $4.2 million – are still in
Congress.
This isn’t much of an issue
right now. But, it is definitely one
to watch for and worth making
sure the spin machine doesn’t get
control of the messaging here.
Let’s just say it’s smoldering in
the background.

Underride
guards
This is a tricky one in some
respects. Underride protections

FEDUP ANALYSIS

improved back in 2005, thanks
to Canada. That’s when their
heightened protection standards
were increased. Because so many
trucking companies engage in
cross-border operations with
Canada, many of the major trailer
manufacturers opted to build to
the Canadian standard and not
complicate production. At a nominal
cost difference of less than $100 per
trailer, it simply made sense.
There is a group pushing for
side and front underride guards
in addition to an even stronger
requirement on the rear underride
bumper. They remain undeterred
by issues like high centering and
fault in such instances where those
collisions would occur.
That relentlessness has continued
to keep this topic on the radar,
albeit unofficially. NHTSA does
not have anything on its lists of
upcoming rulemakings or listed on
its near- or long-term regulatory
agenda. That does not mean the
issue is dead. It only takes one
sympathetic lawmaker, who may
not be completely informed on the
topic, to introduce a bill.
This really should be a wetmatch, nonstarter of an issue. But,
again, like many others on the
list it’s one to continue to watch,
because it only takes a spark. LL

(Editor’s note: Associate Editor Mark
Schremmer and Digital Content Editor
Greg Grisolano contributed to this
report. As always, thanks goes to the
OOIDA Government Affairs Team for
their wealth of information and tireless
work in Washington, D.C.)
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I trust my truck
insurance to the
only organization
that works to protect
my business.

OOIDA is the only organization that you can count on to provide you
with a complete range of truck insurance at an affordable price – and
to use the resources generated from our programs to continue fighting
for your rights and interests as a professional trucker.
OOIDA is your Association.
Most insurance companies belong to organizations that have often
taken anti-trucking positions, actively lobbying government in support
of initiatives like mandatory ELDs, speed limiters, stricter hours-ofservice, and tougher law enforcement on highways.
And their activities are being funded with YOUR premiums!
So if you currently have your truck insurance through a company other
than OOIDA, chances are you’re doing business with a company that
is actually working against your interests.
So why would you insure with someone that works against you?
Call OOIDA today about your insurance needs and
find out what we are doing for you and your career!

1-800-715-9369

ooidatruckinsurance.com

Dedicated to serving truckers for over 45 years
FEBRUARY 2019

Friendly, efficient
service for the busy
owner-operator.
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T&I chair DeFazio, ranking member Graves
sit down with Land Line Now

Rep. Peter DeFazio, D-Ore.

Rep. Sam Graves, R-Mo.

By Land Line staff

T

he two most powerful members of the House
Transportation and Infrastructure Committee see a lot
of common ground for infrastructure improvements once
the new Congress begins work in January.
Incoming House T&I Chairman Peter DeFazio, D-Ore.,
and incoming ranking committee member Sam Graves,
R-Mo., sat down for exclusive interviews with Land Line
Now’s Mary McKenna in December, before the new
Congress convened in January.

“I’m hoping this will be the Congress
where we can come together, we
can work with the White House,
and we can pass a major surface
transportation bill.”
– Rep. Peter DeFazio, D-Ore.
Both DeFazio and Graves say the T&I committee has
historically been a place where bipartisan initiatives have
been able to flourish.
DeFazio says he and Graves have “lots of grounds for
agreement.”
“I’m hoping this will be the Congress where we can
come together, we can work with the White House, and we
can pass a major surface transportation bill,” DeFazio said.
Among the priorities DeFazio says he hopes to address
are a national vehicle miles traveled pilot program,
infrastructure funding plans, and a proposal to tackle
detention time.
DeFazio says addressing detention time is crucial to
20 LAND LINE

improving the working conditions of truckers.
“We have an inefficient system. The cost of an inefficient
warehousing system gets shifted on to truck drivers. And
that’s not right,” he said. “We used to have detention time
before we deregulated trucking. If they made you sit there
for three hours, they had to pay you for three hours, which
made the system more efficient. Right now there is no cost
to the shipper or the receiver, and that’s not right.
“This is probably the greatest potential cause of people
driving out of compliance with hours of service,” he said.
“We need to fix that.”
Along with a more efficient detention system, DeFazio
says he hopes to address congestion, autonomous vehicles,
and truck parking.
“We don’t need to study (truck parking) anymore,” he
said. “We need to act.”
When the new Congress begins in January, Rep. Grave’s
new role as ranking member on the Transportation
Committee gives him considerable influence over trucking
policy and many other factors that relate to the industry.
In his interview, Graves echoed DeFazio’s optimism for
progress on an infrastructure bill.
“Traditionally the Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee has always been very bipartisan,” he said.
“We can all agree we want an infrastructure package, the
president wants it, the Senate wants it, the House wants
it, so I foresee us moving forward with that and getting
something done.”
Graves says identifying an appropriate funding
mechanism will be the crucial point. He points out that the
current fuel tax is “regressive” and, like DeFazio, says he
supports a VMT tax to help address the shortfall.
The Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association
expressed its support for both DeFazio and Graves in their
new leadership positions.
“(DeFazio) is a good one for truckers,” said Collin Long,
OOIDA’s director of government affairs. “He’s interested
in pursuing some issues that benefit the professional
driver that haven’t really been addressed under Republican
control. So we’re optimistic.”
OOIDA, with headquarters in Graves’ congressional
district, applauded his appointment.
“We think that Congressman Graves will continue to be a
supporter of small-business truckers, and we look forward
to working with him and his staff to pursue policies
that are fair and equitable for our members,” said Mike
Matousek, OOIDA’s manager of government affairs. LL
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FMCSA sets 2019 UCR fees
By Jami Jones, managing editor

participating states. The UCR board
recommended reducing starting in
2018. The fees were again reduced

For the second year in a row,
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration slid in under the endof-the-year wire and finalized the
Fees for 2019
Unified Carrier Registration fees for
2019 and 2020 on Dec. 28.
FLEET SIZE
FEE
The fees were published in
0-2
$62
the Federal Register, going into
3-5
$185
effect immediately, kicking off
6-20
$368
the collection period. FMCSA
21-100
$1,283
was delayed in publishing the fee
101-1,000
$6,112
schedule earlier because of a need
1,001 and more
$59,689
to reduce fees from previous levels.
Because of that delay, the agency
Fees for 2020
invoked the Administrative Procedure
FLEET SIZE
FEE
Act. That act allows agencies to
0-2
$68
make rules effective immediately
3-5
$204
with good cause, instead of requiring
6-20
$407
publication 30 days before the
21-100
$1,420
effective date.
101-1,000
$6,766
Since 2016, motor carriers
1,001 and more
$66,072
paying into the UCR program have
overpaid
the revenue
to the 41
Truck
to Success
ad due
1/8/19
10:47 AM Page 1

in 2019 with the official publication.
For example, for the smallest motor
carrier the 2019 fees are $14 cheaper
than they paid in 2017 and $7
cheaper than in 2018.
Fees for 2020 also were set in the
final rule, and, while they show an
increase over the 2018 fees, they still
remain lower than 2017 fees.
OOIDA members can get
assistance with submitting their fees
through the Permits and Licensing
Department. They began processing
UCR payments starting Jan. 2. Motor
carriers must pay by April 1.
Enforcement during roadside
inspections will follow the deadline.
Of note, UCR fee payment
enforcement has been highlighted
during the Commercial Vehicle
Safety Alliance’s annual Roadcheck
inspection blitz. For those who want
to plan early for that, the dates for
2019’s 72-hour inspection spree are
June 4-6. LL

Ready to Start Your Own Business?
Then you need to enroll in OOIDA’s
TRUCK TO SUCCESS!
Truck To Success is a 2 1/2-day intensive training for those
ready to take their first steps toward becoming an owneroperator.

Truck to Success is scheduled for March 12-14, 2019 at the
Courtyard by Marriott in Blue Springs, MO, and will feature
true trucking experts and trainers from OOIDA.

March 12-14, 2019
Courtyard Marriott Hotel
Blue Springs, MO
TRUCK TO SUCCESS is presented in partnership with

The training is designed to follow the logical path of
information on the transition from a company driver to an
independent contractor. You will learn about developing a
business plan, buying equipment, leases, taxes, brokers and
many other aspects of running your own trucking business.

Registration is open to anyone – you do not have to be a
member of OOIDA to participate. The cost is $495 per person
and includes breakfast and lunch. Lodging is not included but
participants receive a special OOIDA corporate rate.
To register, visit OOIDAOnlineEducation.com.
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FMCSA grants ATA petition to pre-empt
California’s meal and rest break rules
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

aying that the California law is “incompatible” with
federal regulations, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration granted petitions to pre-empt the state’s
meal and rest break rules.
FMCSA announced its decision to grant the petitions
from the American Trucking Associations and the
Specialized Carriers and Rigging Association on
Dec. 21.
The pre-emption applies only to property-carrying
truck drivers who are subject to federal hours-ofservice regulations, meaning that nothing will change
for California intrastate drivers who aren’t subject to
federal hours-of-service regulations. The pre-emption
also doesn’t apply to commercial bus or motorcoach
drivers.
The agency’s determination is specific to the
California meal and rest break laws.
“Safety is FMCSA’s
top priority and
OOIDA submitted its
having uniform rules
comments in October, is a key component
to increasing safety
saying that ATA’s
for our truck drivers,”
petition provided the
FMCSA Administrator
agency no reason to
Ray Martinez said in a
news release. “During
reverse its previous
decision on the issue. the public comment
period, FMCSA heard
directly from drivers,
small-business owners and industry stakeholders
that California’s meal and rest rules not only pose a
safety risk but also lead to a loss in productivity and,
ultimately, hurt American consumers.”
California’s meal and rest break laws generally
require employers to provide employees with an offduty 30-minute break for every five hours worked and
a 10-minute off-duty break for every four-hour period.
The law has led to numerous class action lawsuits
against trucking companies.
The Teamsters Local 2785, along with truck driver
Everardo Luna, petitioned the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit on Dec. 27, asking the court to review
the ruling and to reverse it in its entirety.
“Petitioner Everardo Luna is one of those truck
drivers who works for a motor carrier which presently
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provides meal periods and rest breaks,” the court
document stated. “Truck drivers represented by
Teamsters Local 2785 and other individual truck drivers
like Mr. Luna will lose their right to rest breaks and
meal periods by California law if the determination is
not reversed.”
ATA petitioned the agency in September, and the
Specialized Carriers and Rigging Association followed
with a similar petition in October. ATA’s petition
stated that the California laws weren’t practical for the
transportation industry and that they undermine safety.
“By arbitrarily forcing trucks off the road more
frequently, state rules like California’s also contribute to
a critical shortage of truck parking, with serious safety
implications,” ATA wrote.
The Teamsters said there is no evidence to conclude
that the laws undermine safety.
“FMCSA’s suggestion that California’s meal and
rest break rules negatively impact highway safety is
ludicrous,” the International Brotherhood of Teamsters
wrote in a news release. “The idea that providing a
10-minute break after four hours and a 30-minute
meal break after five hours somehow makes the roads
less safe is beyond comprehension. This is simply a
giveaway to the trucking industry at the expense of
driver safety.”
FMCSA rejected a similar petition from ATA
regarding California’s break laws in 2008. At that time,
the agency said ATA “provided no evidence that these
breaks undermine safety,” and that the meal and rest
breaks at issue were not “on commercial motor vehicle
safety” and did not fall within the scope of the Federal
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Aviation Administration Authorization Act, which
pre-empts states from enacting or enforcing policies
“related to a price, route, or service of any motor
carrier.”
However, FMCSA granted the petition this time
around.
“California’s law is incompatible with federal
regulations and causes a disruption in interstate
commerce,” FMCSA wrote in its news release. “In
addition, the confusing and conflicting requirements
are overly burdensome for drivers and reduce
productivity, increasing costs for consumers.
Additionally, safety issues have likely resulted from
the lack of adequate parking solutions for trucks in the
state.”
The petition received more than 700 public
comments submitted to the Federal Register.
OOIDA submitted its comments in October, saying
that ATA’s petition provided the agency no reason to
reverse its previous decision on the issue.
“More than a decade ago, FMCSA rejected a similar
petition that was submitted to FMCSA,” OOIDA wrote
in comments signed by President Todd Spencer. “In
its decision, the agency noted that California’s meal
and rest break laws are not regulations pertaining
to commercial motor vehicle safety, not unique to
transportation, and the petition exceeded FMCSA’s
congressional grant of authority. There is nothing in
ATA’s petition that addresses these issues or would
otherwise cause the agency to reverse its earlier
decision.”
OOIDA said ATA’s motives are about driver
productivity rather than safety.
With that said, OOIDA is not advocating similar
meal and rest break laws to be added to the federal
hours-of-service regulations.
“California’s meal and rest break laws should be
carefully analyzed and resolved by Congress or the
judiciary or both,” OOIDA wrote. “Unfortunately,
ATA’s legislative strategy intentionally rejected a
more measured and reasonable approach, thus denying
this issue the thoughtful attention it deserves. To be
clear, OOIDA doesn’t necessarily support California’s
meal and rest break laws either. In fact, if FMCSA
were to propose similar changes to the federal HOS
regulations, OOIDA would be adamantly opposed.” LL
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Final rule will allow states to issue
commercial learner’s permits for one year
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

The FMCSA has amended its regulations to allow states
the option of issuing a commercial learner’s permit with
an expiration date of up to one year, replacing the current
six-month limitation.
The final rule, which was published in the Federal
Register on Dec. 21, goes into effect on Feb. 19.
“This final rule allows states the option of issuing a
commercial learner’s permit valid for up to one year from
the date of initial issuance,” the final rule stated.
The final rule also gives states the option of renewing
current six-month learner’s permits up to one year from
the original date of issuance.
“Within that one-year period, the commercial learner’s
permit may be renewed at the state’s discretion, but if it is
renewed the commercial learner’s permit may not be valid
for more than a total of one year from the date of initial
issuance.”
If the driver doesn’t obtain a commercial driver’s
license within one year of receiving the permit, then he

or she must reapply for a learner’s permit by retaking the
applicable knowledge tests.
FMCSA announced the proposal in June 2017. The
Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association opposed
the action, saying that it would negatively affect safety by
allowing motor carriers to keep drivers with commercial
learner’s permits behind the wheel longer and use them
instead of CDL holders. OOIDA also believes it will allow
motor carriers to pay drivers a lower wage because they
don’t have a full CDL.
Another concern from OOIDA is that the impetus for
the final rule is the belief that there is a national driver
shortage. OOIDA contends that the driver shortage is a
myth and that the real problem involves high turnover
rates among the large fleets.
“Those who perpetuate the notion of a driver shortage
ask you to believe that basic laws of supply and demand
simply don’t work,” OOIDA President Todd Spencer said.
“They say we’ve got a shortage, but if there’s a shortage
in anything, it will be reflected in the price or value of that
particular service.” LL

OOIDA supports initiative to improve broker security regulations
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association supports
FMCSA’s initiative to update its
broker security regulations, OOIDA
President Todd Spencer wrote in
formal comments.
“OOIDA is grateful that FMCSA
has taken the initiative to bring longneeded improvements to the broker
financial security rules,” OOIDA
wrote in November. “If the final rules
produce clear and effective steps for
the resolution of motor carrier claims
against a bond or trust, then disputes
between motor carriers and sureties
will be reduced. There will be less
need for litigation, and the economic
health of the broker/motor carrier
component of the transportation
industry will be stronger.
“Most importantly, the smallbusiness men and women motor
carriers who rely upon brokers will
be relieved from so many significant
financial claims by both brokers and
24 LAND LINE

their bonds or trusts.”
In September, FMCSA announced
an advance notice of proposed
rulemaking pertaining to the
implementation of a provision in
MAP-21, which raised the financial
security amount for brokers to
$75,000 and established financial
security requirements for freight
forwarders.
“For more than 20 years, OOIDA
has been communicating to DOT
and Congress the inadequacy of
the current statutory and regulatory
framework for broker bonds and
trusts to fulfill the intent of Congress:
to ensure that motor carriers get
paid when brokers do not pay
them,” OOIDA wrote. “The MAP21 legislation increased the amount
of the broker bond to a minimum
$75,000, but raising the bond to this
amount did not stop brokers from
continuing to steal transportation
services in excess of the bond
amount.”
As part of the advance notice of

proposed rulemaking, FMCSA is
looking at eight separate areas:
• Group surety bonds/trust funds.
• Assets readily available.
• Immediate suspension of broker/
freight forwarder operating
authority.
• Surety or trust responsibilities in
cases of broker/freight forwarder
financial failure or insolvency.
• Enforcement authority.
• Entities eligible to provide trust
funds for form BMC-85 trust fund
filings.
• Form BMC-84 and BMC-85 trust
fund revisions.
• Household goods.
In the comments, OOIDA proposed
regulatory language to ensure that
the broker bond functions more
efficiently. The proposal was
organized into three general sections:
the responsibilities of the broker, the
responsibilities of the motor carrier,
and the responsibilities of the surety
or trustee. LL
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OOIDA concerned survey on
truck maintenance could lead
to unnecessary regulations
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

The Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association
opposes the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s
collection request regarding truck maintenance
requirements. The proposal could lead to unnecessary
rules and regulations that would place economic burdens
on small-business truckers, OOIDA states.
The Association filed formal comments to the FMCSA
on Dec. 27.
“OOIDA cautions against using the proposal as a basis
for unnecessary maintenance regulations that would place
economic burdens on small-business truckers, while doing
nothing to improve highway safety,” OOIDA President
Todd Spencer wrote in the comments. “Drivers and motor
carriers are already required to perform daily and annual
inspections to ensure their vehicles are operating safely.
“As emphasized in regulatory guidance, the lack of
specificity regarding standard intervals for preventative
maintenance allows flexibility for fleet and vehicle
specific inspections. In short, implementing standardized
interval or mileage requirements would not be a practical
solution for the trucking industry.”
FMCSA posted the notice and request for comments on
Nov. 27. According to FMCSA, the main goals of the
collection request for truck and bus maintenance
requirements would be to develop an operational
definition of “systematic maintenance,” evaluate whether
current regulations and the intervention process could be
modified to improve compliance, and to gather
information to assist in establishing minimum standards.
“The agency justifies the potential survey by stating that
they utilize the Compliance, Safety and Accountability
enforcement program to prioritize and target
interventions,” OOIDA wrote. “This is the same CSA
program that is currently undergoing congressionally
mandated revisions so that it meets more acceptable
validation standards. In addition, motor carrier crashes,
including fatal crashes, have actually increased since the
inception of the CSA program in 2010. Thus, using the
CSA program to target vehicle maintenance violations is
not a productive approach.”
FMCSA’s notice cites a 2014 study by the John A.
Volpe National Transportation Systems Center that said
motor carriers targeted for interventions for vehicle
maintenance issues had a 65 percent higher crash rate
compared to the national average.
“However, the report does not explain how many, if
any, of those targeted carriers that had crashes were
actually a result of vehicle maintenance problems,”
OOIDA wrote. LL
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New York ELD enforcement
remains in question
By Land Line staff

The status of New York’s enforcement of the electronic
logging device mandate remains in limbo.
The state, which had not adopted the federal
electronic logging mandate into state law, has been
prevented from enforcing the mandate. As noted in a
recent decision in a lawsuit brought by OOIDA, the
state is required to adopt the federal regulation into
state law before enforcing the mandate. The lawsuit
was unsuccessful, but only because the state had not
yet enforced the regulation at the time of the lawsuit.
The state is allowed, however, to review either
paper logs or electronic logging devices strictly for
enforcement of the hours of service regulations.
Published reports quote New York State Patrol Staff
Sgt. Terence McDonnell saying the state has adopted
the ELD regulations and enforcement was set to begin
Jan. 16.
Land Line requested proof of the adoption from
the state police and were referred to the New York
Department of Transportation, where multiple requests
have been acknowledged – however, as of press time,
no document has yet to be produced. LL
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Transportation revenue
on agenda from coast to coast
Talks about how to pay for needed bridge and road work
are certain to again dominate discussion at statehouses
across the country. Below is a sampling of notable efforts
in some states.

Alabama
Republican Gov. Kay Ivey and Republican leaders at the
statehouse must decide whether additional fuel taxes are
among the solutions to the state’s funding needs.
About 45 percent of the tax revenue is routed to the
state DOT. The other 55 percent goes for local projects.
Discussion at the statehouse is focused on possibly
indexing the state’s excise tax rate. The change to
indexing would allow for the fuel tax to rise automatically
with the rate of inflation.

Arizona
A fuel tax increase is anticipated to come up for
discussion at the statehouse. Advocates say additional
revenue via the tax would provide a shot in the arm for
the state to address a long list of road and bridge projects.
Critics counter that a fuel tax is not the best way for the
state to move forward with transportation funding.

Arkansas
The Arkansas DOT has decided to remove tolls from
consideration for covering costs for road work. The
agency has revealed that a study conducted by an
infrastructure consultant group about whether to use tolls
to cover costs to construct a stretch of Interstate 49 in the
state would not raise the needed revenue.
The Arkansas Highway Commission has
indicated that the state must continue to look
at revenue options other than fuel taxes to pay
for needed work.

Connecticut
Gov. Ned Lamont says that charging out-ofstate truckers to access Connecticut roadways
could raise a quarter of a billion dollars
annually. He said collecting more money from
professional drivers is a better option to fund
transportation work than increasing fuel
taxes for all drivers or borrowing.
“I support electronic tolling on
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heavy trucks that are coming in from out of state, which
use our roads toll-free and create significant wear-andtear,” the Democratic governor said in posted comments.

Illinois
A group of mayors from the Chicago area are calling for
raising the Illinois fuel tax rate.
Outgoing Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel is among the
mayors in support of a 20- to 30-cent increase to pay for
needed transit and road work.
The group also wants the excise rates tied to inflation,
which would allow for regular increases.
Gov. J.B. Pritzker says many options are on the table to
fund transportation work.

Indiana
Fresh off implementation of a truck-only toll, Gov. Eric
Holcomb has announced he will not move forward with
additional toll plans. Specifically, he said he will not
pursue tolling the state’s interstate highways.
The Republican governor notified the state Budget
Committee the state has enough money coming in via the
truck tolls to avoid any new tolls. Holcomb, however, said
in his letter to the panel that “there may be good reasons
to revisit this (issue) in the future.” (See page 35 for info
on OOIDA’s lawsuit.)

Kansas
A state task force has recommended that state lawmakers
pursue more money via sales taxes, the fuel tax, and a
fee on electric vehicles. Amounts for possible increases
have not been determined. The panel has
recommended that any additional revenue
raised for transportation be protected.
They note that more than $2 billion in
transportation revenue has been rerouted to
other budgets in recent years.

Kentucky
The pursuit of a fuel tax increase is expected
at the state capitol. The existing gas and diesel
rates are tied to the price at the pump. Price dips
result in fewer tax dollars charged.
One possibility to address the issue is the
implementation of a flat tax rate. Leaders in the
statehouse say the fuel tax is not the lone solution
to address long-term funding needs.
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By Keith Goble, state legislative editor
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Louisiana
At least one group in Louisiana has said they will call on
legislators to raise the state’s 20-cent fuel tax rate.
Gov. John Bel Edwards said he is supportive of legislative
efforts to help the state address a $13 billion backlog for
transportation needs.
Options, including a fuel tax rate increase, are expected to
be considered in the coming months.

registration fees has support of some state officials. In
addition, a vehicle-miles-traveled fee is an option down the
road.

Pennsylvania

Gov. Tim Walz is touting the need for a fuel tax increase to
pay for transportation improvements. The Democrat says
transportation will be a top priority of his administration. To
date, he has declined to offer specifics on how much the tax
should be increased.

Gov. Tom Wolf has said that toll collection may not be the
solution for coming up with road revenue.
The Pennsylvania Turnpike has increased toll rates
annually since 2009. There is no end in sight for the yearly
rate hikes. On the heels of a lawsuit from OOIDA against
the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission’s continued rising
toll rates, Wolf said he wants to look at changes to how
the state pays for transportation. He said there is growing
thought among state legislators that the toll option is not
working well for the state.

Missouri

Virginia

Fresh off an Election Day defeat of a 10-cent increase to
the state’s 17-cent fuel tax rate, transportation officials say a
dire situation to fund road and bridge work will only worsen
until legislators get a deal done.
MoDOT Director Patrick McKenna says a federal grant
provided to the state will be used to study alternatives to
the fuel tax. He adds that increasing the state’s vehicle

Adding tolls on Interstate 81 is among the funding options
being discussed at the statehouse. With the backing of the
Virginia Commonwealth Transportation Board, Gov. Ralph
Northam wants to collect tolls for trucks only and/or highoccupancy vehicles. Charging tolls for all drivers will not
be considered. LL

Minnesota
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STATESIDE SPECIAL

As infrastructure
funding is running low,
at least three states are
looking into tolls as a
funding mechanism.
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

W

ith a federal infrastructure
bill still in limbo, wells
are running dry for many state
transportation departments. To pay
for road maintenance and projects,
several states are looking at tolls as a
possible solution.

Virginia

On Dec. 21, Virginia’s
Commonwealth Transportation Board
published its final report of the I-81
Corridor Improvement Plan. In order
to pay for more than $2 billion worth
of projects, the board recommended
either a regional tax or implementing
tolls on all vehicles.
Last April, the Virginia General
Assembly passed Chapter 743 of the
2018 Virginia Acts, which directs
the Commonwealth Transportation
Board to study financing options for
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Interstate 81 corridor improvements.
Within the directions, the board can
consider “tolls imposed or collected
on heavy commercial vehicles but
shall not include tolls on commuters
using Interstate 81,” leaving some
speculation that a truck-only toll
could be installed in Virginia.
The board identified four possible
tolling options:
• Trucks only.
• Trucks and noncommuters.
• Variable tolling between daytime
and nighttime for trucks and
noncommuters.
• Variable tolling with an annual pass.

“Of these four tolling options, options
2 through 4 best meet public input,
federal and state tolling parameters,
and generate sufficient revenue to
meet the $2.2 billion needs,” the
board determined.
Although Virginia’s General
Assembly can consider a truck-only
toll, the board recommended a more
inclusive toll option.

Connecticut

The Connecticut Department of
Transportation released a report
that proposes all-electronic tolls on
all vehicle types, which could raise

nearly $1 billion each year. The DOT
study is separate from the $10 million
study commissioned by then-Gov.
Dannel Malloy. Gov. Ned Lamont
campaigned last year on tolling only
heavy vehicles.
If CTDOT’s report is adopted by
lawmakers, trucks will be tolled four
times the rate of passenger vehicles.
Accounting for tolls on other
vehicles, the CTDOT study calculates
truck tolls at 17.6 cents per mile for
Connecticut E-ZPass truckers and
25.2 cents for out-of-state E-ZPass
users during off-peak hours. During
peak hours, the rate increases to
22 cents per mile for Connecticut
truckers and 31.6 cents for out-ofstate E-ZPass truckers.
Truckers driving without an
E-ZPass but having pre-registered
plates will pay 31.6 cents per mile
during off-peak hours and 39.6 cents
per mile during peak periods. Heavy
truck drivers with unregistered plates
will pony up 37.6 cents per mile
during off-peak hours and 47.2 cents
during peak periods.
According to the report, based on a
more inclusive toll on motorists the
statewide tolling system presented
would yield $950 million in annual
net revenue in 2023 while including
some of the lowest toll rates in the
country.
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Several states
considering tolls
to increase funding
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Indiana

Although Indiana implemented a truckonly toll in October, there is some good
news regarding tolls coming out of
the Hoosier State: Gov. Eric Holcomb
has decided not to move forward with
additional tolls.
On Nov. 29, Gov. Holcomb issued
a letter to the state Budget Committee
regarding tolls. Mandated by HB1002,
the governor advised the committee
that enough money is available to avoid
any new tolls. Holcomb then issued a
strategic interstate tolling plan for future
consideration.
“The Strategic Plan does not make a
recommendation about implementation
of a statewide interstate tolling
program,” the Indiana Department of
Transportation wrote to Holcomb. “It
provides a series of strategies for how
INDOT could implement a statewide
interstate tolling program if Indiana
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decides to proceed.” (Emphasis is
INDOT’s.)
Motorists can thank truckers, in
part, for the decision. According to the
letter, in addition to a fuel tax increase
implemented last year, Holcomb also
mentioned how the recent Next Level
Connections agreement – aka truck-only
tolls – has injected $800 million more
for road projects. Essentially, the state
has enough money for road projects in
the foreseeable future.
“As you well know, the decisions
made by the General Assembly in
2017 have put Indiana in an enviable
position,” Holcomb wrote. “We are at
the beginning of a road construction
blitz.”
The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association filed a class-action
lawsuit against the state of Indiana
challenging the truck-only tolls on Jan.
9. (Read more on Page 35.) LL
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STATE
WATCH

By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

California
A Senate bill would make forcibly
entering a vehicle with the intent to
commit theft a crime. State law now
requires proof that the vehicle door
was locked as evidence of burglary.
SB23 would permit evidence that
a window was broken as proof of
burglary.
Michigan
A new law addresses the state’s
following-too-closely rule.
Specifically, HB5749 specifies that
platooning trucks traveling on a
highway would be exempt from the
state’s minimum distance following
rule.
Missouri
HB241 would require any department
or entity providing CDL training to
provide “reasonable accommodations”
for prospective drivers who are deaf
or hard of hearing.
Another bill covers the use of
ticket cameras. SB111 includes
provisions to require police to notify
motorists’ in person who have been
charged with traffic violations.
Police would have 24 hours to
make the notification. The in-person
notification requirement would
not apply to data and information
collected at weigh stations.
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Nevada
Two bills filed for consideration
during the 2019 regular session are
of note. SB48 would authorize all
counties to add a tax of up to 5 cents
per gallon on diesel purchases. The
second bill – SB61 – would authorize
the creation of a city diesel fuel tax of
up to 5 cents on diesel purchases.
Both bills include a provision for
eligible IFTA carriers to receive
a reimbursement of the county
tax consumed outside of Nevada.
Additionally, SB48 would allot a
portion of tax collections for truck
parking. Specifically, parking areas
would be made available for trucks
with a gross weight in excess of
10,000 pounds.
New Jersey
S2876 would change the formula
for setting speed limits. If approved,
speeds on limited-access highways,
including the New Jersey Turnpike
and Garden State Parkway, would be
set using the 85th percentile formula.
Pennsylvania
Gov. Tom Wolf has signed into law a
bill that covers certain fees for CDL
holders. Truck drivers must pay at
least $29.50 to get a new CDL to
reflect a change of address. Now in
effect, the new law waives the fee
for address changes that result from
government action.
South Carolina
One bill would authorize toll
booths on a portion of Interstate
95 to pay for road widening and
repairs. S178 would require the
state DOT to charge highway users
to access I-95 where it crosses
Lake Marion in either Orangeburg
County or Clarendon County.

A separate bill, S172, would allow
voters in coastal counties to decide if
they want to collect up to a one penny
sales tax on fuel purchases to be
applied for beach renourishment, also
known as beach replenishment.
Texas
Three bills are of interest. HB153
addresses the use and installation of
electronic logging devices on certain
large trucks. Specifically, the bill
would exempt intrastate operators
hauling agricultural goods from the
electronic logging requirement.
HB376 would provide the option
of a permanent semitrailer token fee.
Affected trailers must have a gross
weight in excess of 6,000 pounds to
qualify for token trailer registration.
The annual fee for trailer registration
is $15. The bill would permit a
permanent license plate for $80.
HB105 would require the state to
include information about oversize
and overweight vehicles in the
curriculum of driver education and
safety courses. The bill calls for
including methods of safely operating
a vehicle near an oversize and
overweight vehicle.
Wisconsin
A new law concentrates federal
funds into fewer highway projects.
SB883 requires – for instances
when federal money is used for
the largest highway projects, or
state-highway rehabilitation with a
price tag below $10 million – that
at least 70 percent of the funding
come from the federal government.
A separate provision in the bill
shields local projects that receive no
federal money from a requirement
to comply with state regulations
other than design standards. LL
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Included in this issue’s State Watch
you will find the Grassroots Guide
on Page 44. The directory is your
reference guide for tracking federal,
state and local issues important to
you.
Here, Land Line rounds up some
recent actions at statehouses.
For a complete rundown of state
legislation, visit LandLineMag.com.
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CANADANEWS

Saskatchewan’s mandatory
driver training begins March 15
By Land Line staff

Starting in the spring, applicants seeking a Class
1 commercial license in the Canadian province of
Saskatchewan will be required to undergo at least 121.5
hours of training.
The government of Saskatchewan announced it would
adopt mandatory entry-level training for commercial
drivers. The new training requirements go into effect
March 15.
“Saskatchewan has been working to improve
standards for training curriculum and driver testing for
semi drivers since mid-2017,” minister responsible for
Saskatchewan Government Insurance Joe Hargrave said
in a news release. “Our ongoing consultations with other
provinces have helped address gaps and inconsistencies
when commercial drivers cross provincial borders.
Stronger training requirements in Saskatchewan and
across Canada will help make our province’s and our
nation’s roads safer.”
According to the news release, the new curriculum
will include instruction in a classroom, in the yard,
and behind the wheel. Training will focus on priority
curriculum areas, including basic driving techniques,
professional driving habits, vehicle inspections and air
brakes. Driver’s tests will be aligned to the curriculum.
Training schools will receive instruction and training on
the new curriculum and trainers will be “held to higher
standards,” according to the news release.
As part of the new training requirements, all Class 1
road tests will be undertaken with SGI examiners only.
Existing Class 1 drivers will be grandfathered in as of
March 15.
The release notes that the driver training proposal has
the support of the Saskatchewan Trucking Association.
“The industry is on board with strengthened training
requirements,” STA executive director Susan Ewart said
in the news release. “Commercial drivers play a critical
role delivering goods that keep our economy moving.
Our industry also has a responsibility to make sure
commercial semi drivers have the knowledge and skills
to do their job ensuring the safety of everyone on the
road.”
In 2016, Ontario became the first jurisdiction in North
America to introduce and implement mandatory entrylevel driver training standards for commercial vehicle
drivers. LL
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THE PARKING ZONE

By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

N

ew reports regarding local truck parking are
too numerous and small in scope to report
on individually. However, what each of these
news items means to the underlying national
problem is too significant to ignore. Below is a
roundup of the latest truck parking-related news
items from across the United States.

Proposed truck stops
A common theme in truck parking news is truck stop
companies battling with city councils to build a new
location. Sometimes it ends up in the company’s favor.
Other times, the NIMBY crowd shuts them down.
From Nov. 1 through the end of 2018, developers
have been seeking new truck stop locations in Santa
Rosa County, Fla.; Macon, Ga.; Conneaut, Ohio; Joplin,
Mo.; Pine Bluff Ark.; and Jurupa Valley, Calif. In all of
these cases, city officials have looked favorably at these
proposals.
However, the Pilot Flying J plan in Jurupa Valley came
across a lot of resistance. Namely, the Jurupa Valley
School Board officials were unanimously opposed. In the
end, the city found the benefits outweighed any potential
drawbacks.
It was a good end of the year for truck stop developers.
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Neighborhood parking ban
In December, several municipalities throughout the nation
either proposed or installed a ban on residents parking
their trucks in their neighborhood. This may not have a
major effect on the truck parking problem for long-haul
drivers while on the job, but truck parking should not be
a problem when truckers are off the clock as well.
Forks Township, Pa., is mulling over a proposed
ordinance to ban parking trucks on neighborhood
streets. The draft ordinance was the result of one person
complaining to the city’s board of supervisors.
In Pierce County, Wash., city officials are strengthening
a no-parking ordinance. The code that used to prohibit
truck parking in residential areas from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.
has been changed to no parking at any time for more
than two hours. Changes came as a result of the lone
commercial vehicle enforcement officer in town, who
worked only during the day, unable to enforce the law.
Truckers who live in Murfreesboro, N.C., will have
to find somewhere other than home to park their work
vehicle. The town recently adopted a new ordinance
that states “No truck … shall be parked in the streets
controlled by the town in any neighborhood zoned
residential…” Fines will be $50 for each violation. Each
day will be considered a separate offense.

New truck stop locations
Love’s Travel Stops and Pilot Flying J were busy in 2018
opening new locations. Below are locations opened in
November and December, adding a total of more than
800 truck parking spaces:
• Love’s at 17919 Newtown Road (Interstate 74, Exit 206),
Oakwood, Ill. (67 truck parking spaces).
• Love’s at 1201 S. Hillcrest (Interstate 30/Texas Highway 19,
Exit 122), Sulphur Springs, Texas (92 spaces).
• Love’s at 3900 S. Radio Road (Interstate 40, Exit 127), El
Reno, Okla. (95 spaces).
• Love’s at 2105 Barnes St. (Highway 29, Exit 150),
Reidsville, N.C. (109 truck parking spaces).
• Love’s at 3880 Loop 467 (Interstate 10, Exit 404), Sonora,
Texas (71 spaces).
• Love’s at 2241 Fair Road (Interstate 75, Exit 90), Sidney,
Ohio (130 spaces).
• Love’s at 2201 County Road 17 (off U.S. Highway 20),
Elkhart, Ind. (85 spaces).
• Love’s at 9104 Winterberry Ave. (Interstate 64, Exit 21),
Low Moor, Va. (56 spaces)
• Love’s at 11801 E. I-40 (Interstate 40, Exit 161), North Little
Rock, Ark. (reopening).
• PFJ at 410 E. Kansas Ave., Jal, N.M. (43 spaces).
• PFJ at 3515 Zoo Parkway, Jacksonville, Fla. (27 spaces).
• PFJ at 1850 Main Street (Highway 111 and Highway 78),
Brawley, Calif. (29 spaces). LL
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Truck stops
battle with local
governments to
build new locations
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‘Big Three’ truck stop companies add thousands of parking spaces in 2018
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

While federal, state and local
governments are doing little to alleviate
the truck parking problem, the private
sector stepped up to the plate in 2018.
Between Love’s Travel Stops, Pilot
Flying J and TravelCenters of America,
more than 4,000 truck parking spots
were added to the infrastructure last
year.
Both in 2017 and
2018, Love’s
Travel Stops
has showed up in a big way. In 2018,
Love’s added nearly 3,000 truck
parking spaces across the country at
35 new locations and now has a total
of about 33,000 spaces.
In 2017, Love’s put up similar
numbers. More than 3,000 truck
parking spaces were added across 36
new locations.
“We plan to add more than
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2,700 truck parking spaces at new
travel stops this year” a Love’s
spokesperson told Land Line. “The
additional truck parking will provide our
customers with many more convenient
places to fuel up and get back on the
road quicker.”
Pilot Flying J had
a big year in 2018,
more than doubling
the number of new
locations and truck
parking spaces compared with 2017.
Last year, Pilot Flying J added more
than 1,150 truck parking spaces and
opened 21 new stores. Pilot Flying J
has a total of 72,000 spaces.
During the previous year, Pilot
Flying J opened eight new locations
and 504 more parking spaces.
However, 2017 was largely spent on
facility enhancement projects. More
than 50 locations completed facility
enhancement projects during that time.

The company’s goal for 2019 is to
open more than 15 new travel centers
across the U.S. and Canada. In total,
nearly 1,000 truck parking spaces
are projected to be added to the
infrastructure this year.
Meanwhile over
at TravelCenters
of America, four
new TA Express
locations were opened in 2018. Those
added locations also came with 173
additional truck parking spaces.
According to a TravelCenters of
America spokesperson, the company
expects more TA Express locations to
be added this year.
Overall, TA now boasts nearly 48,000
parking spaces. “It is important to
note, we have 256 locations,” a TA
spokesperson said. “So our average
per site is 186, (which is a) larger per
site average than the other chains.” LL
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KNOW YOUR BOARD

Truck drivers make ‘million-dollar
decisions’ with each lane change
By Wendy Parker, staff writer

Gary Green believes common sense, vision and
the ability to be aggressive but sensible are what
keeps OOIDA a strong, professional organization.

When did you get your commercial driver’s
license?
“I got my chauffeur’s license in 1967. My stepdad
insisted on it, because I was working in his shop. But
even before that, I knew I’d truck for a living.”

a plan beyond the turmoil. Jim, Todd and Esler were
fantastic people to meet. They had the right idea. They
understood the strikes didn’t hurt the fleets or the banks.
They hurt the small-business independent. They knew
how to be aggressive but sensible.”

What kind of freight do you specialize in?
“I’ve hauled everything from dirt to whiskey. Pretty
much every kind of trailer you can think of, except
tankers. I’ve only done tankers a couple of times, and if
you only do it a couple of times, you haven’t really done
it. I haul debris these days. End dump. Keeps me local.”

If you could make a significant change in the
industry with one snap of your fingers, what
would it be?
“If I could change something with the snap of my
fingers, I would make the DOT enforce every single rule
they have on the books for one day. Because I guarantee
you if they had to enforce every single rule for one day,
there would be a lot less rules on the books the next
day.”

Why did you join OOIDA?
“You know, so many things go on during a trucking
career, after a couple of decades it becomes a blur. I
don’t remember exactly when it was (records say April
1989), but the industry was experiencing a lot of turmoil.
There had been strikes and deregulation, and the owneroperator was still getting the worst end of everything and
hauling most of the freight. I stopped in when they were
still at the old truck stop on one of my trips through. I
stopped three times before I joined, but I knew those
guys had a vision that would withstand time. They had
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What legacy do you hope to leave?
“I would want people to remember that I never gave up
on this industry. However it goes, I will never give up on
it. Truckers are some of the most adaptable, trustworthy
people. They really are amazing. Owner-operators make
million dollar decisions with each lane change, and they
do it like it’s nothing. It’s part of their world, how they
live their life. That’s amazing.” LL
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Q&A

After nearly 50 years in the business,
Gary Green is still excited about
trucking.
“I love trucks and I love the people
around trucks,” Gary says. “I’ve met
some of the most honest and hardworking people you could ever know.”
During his early teens, Gary’s
mother married Peter Bonzi. Bonzi
owned and operated as many as 20
trucks at a time during his trucking
career. Bonzi was a strong positive
influence in Gary’s life.
He learned his way through a diesel
engine by cranking wrenches on the
family trucks.

“I was in the shop out of necessity.
There was always equipment that
needed to be worked on, and I was
expected to help,” Gary said. “My dad
didn’t let me drive much until I had
my license. He was really old school
about rules. It might have also had
something to do with me tearing a door
off a truck getting it into the shop bay
when I was about 15.”
Gary joined the military out of
high school, spent his enlistment as a
helicopter mechanic but never doubted
he’d end up trucking for a living.
“I never wanted to do anything but
truck. It’s something I love to do,” he
said.
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OOIDA IN ACTION

OOIDA files class action, claiming
Indiana tolls violate Commerce Clause

By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

Saying that Indiana’s system of tolls is unconstitutional,
the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association
filed a class action lawsuit against the Indiana Finance
Authority, the Indiana Toll Road Concession Co., and
several state officials, including Gov. Eric Holcomb.
OOIDA filed the class action complaint on Jan. 9 in
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Indiana.
In October, a truck-only toll increase of about
35 percent went into effect in Indiana. Holcomb
announced his infrastructure plan, dubbed the Next Level
Connections program, in September. In order to pay for
the program, the IFA amended its agreement with the
Indiana Toll Road Concession Co. to allow the company
to increase tolls on heavy vehicles by 35 percent.
Tolls for the entire 157-mile trip along Interstate 90
increased, for example, from $44.46 to $60.02 for a Class
5 (five-axle) truck.
“Plaintiffs challenge the constitutionality of the
imposition of discriminatory and excessive tolls on named
plaintiffs and on the members of the putative class of
motor carriers and truck drivers operating on the toll road
who paid the discriminatory and/or excessive tolls at issue
here,” the complaint stated.
The lawsuit also claims that the tolls imposed on heavyduty commercial motor vehicles violates the Commerce
Clause and the Privileges and Immunities Clause of the
United States Constitution.
According to OOIDA’s complaint, Holcomb’s
announcement of the Next Level Connections program
would use $1 billion paid as consideration for the Indiana
Toll Road Concession Co.’s right to extract increased tolls
from motor carriers and truck drivers to fund a variety
of projects throughout the state. Those state projects
included $100 million “to bring high-speed, affordable
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broadband access to underserved areas,” $90 million for
hiking, biking and riding trails, $600 million toward the
completion of I-69, $190 million for various highway
projects, and $120 million to add more nonstop flights at
the Indianapolis airport.
“The $1 billion announced by Gov. Holcomb on Sept.
4, 2018, for inclusion in his Next Level Connections
program was earmarked in its entirety for projects not
functionally related to the Toll Road,” the complaint
stated.
“The Next Level Connections program provides no
benefit to the users of the toll road in their capacity as
users of the toll road. Prior to raising the tolls applicable
to heavy vehicles on Oct. 5, 2018, toll receipts from
commercial motor vehicles had been at least sufficient
to cover Class 3 and higher commercial motor vehicles’
fair share of the cost of operating and maintaining the toll
road.”
OOIDA said that the Next Level Connections program
shifts the burden for much of Indiana’s infrastructure
costs from the citizens of Indiana to truck drivers who use
the toll road.
“Thus, the new tolling scheme discriminates against
interstate commerce,” the complaint stated.
OOIDA also contends that Indiana can’t evade its
constitutional obligations to users of the toll road by
entering into a public-private partnership permitting an
entity other than the state to fix and collect the tolls.
In addition to OOIDA, named plaintiffs in the case
include Utah-based Chutka Trucking, Ohio-based B.L.
Reever Transport, and OOIDA members Mark Elrod and
Monte Wiederhold.
Indiana DOT Commissioner Joe McGuinness, Indiana
Public Finance Director Dan Huge, and Indiana Finance
Authority members Micah G. Vincent, Kelly Mitchell,
Owen B. Melton Jr., Harry F. McNaught Jr., and Rudy
Yakym III were named as individual defendants in the
case.
The plaintiffs seek a permanent injunction that prevents
all defendants from continuing the 35-percent truck-only
toll increase, as well as a judgment for damages.
“This targets trucks disproportionately to contribute to
revenues within the state that have nothing to do the road
itself,” OOIDA President Todd Spencer said. “Clearly,
this action is completely discriminatory to trucks. They’ve
made their intentions clear in that they are looking for
out-of-state trucks to provide a disproportionate share
of revenues to the state in what we believe is a clear
violation of the Commerce Clause.” LL
Staff Writer Tyson Fisher contributed to this report.
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OOIDA IN ACTION

In his own words
OOIDA turns Pennsylvania governor’s words
against him in toll lawsuit.
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

As the OwnerOperator
Independent
Drivers
Association’s
lawsuit against
the Pennsylvania
Gov. Tom Wolf
Turnpike
Commission continues, new
information is surfacing. OOIDA
recently filed new exhibits in the toll
lawsuit that include recent comments
by Gov. Tom Wolf.
On Nov. 29, OOIDA filed new
supplemental information in support
of its argument that excessive tolls in
Pennsylvania are unconstitutional. In
June, OOIDA motioned for partial
summary judgment, stating that
“annual costly toll increases place an
undue burden on Pennsylvanians”
and that the tolls also affect interstate
commerce. Gov. Wolf and
co-defendant Leslie Richards,
secretary of the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation,
objected to that claim.
However, on Nov. 27, Wolf made
contradicting statements during an
interview with KDKA-AM.
According to court documents, Wolf
made the following statements:
n “People using the turnpike are
paying too much.”
n “The turnpike really is driving
business away.”
n “(Act 44) just turned out to be
too burdensome for the
turnpike, and obviously for
the people who use the
turnpike.”
As to the first quote regarding
paying too much, OOIDA suggests
that statement supports its claim that
the turnpike tolls are excessive. The
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”

other two quotes support OOIDA’s
claim that the tolls unduly burden
interstate commerce and deter travel
on the turnpike.
Subsequently, OOIDA filed those
statements in its toll lawsuit, stating
that the “statements are admissible as
the statement of a party opponent to
establish (OOIDA’s) position.”
Gov. Wolf also said that Act 44 “is
transferring money into highways,
construction outside the turnpike,
which is the idea, but it’s just too
expensive for the turnpike and
turnpike customers.” OOIDA claims

OOIDA claims this plays
into their argument that
funds are being diverted
to unrelated projects.

this plays into their argument that
funds are being diverted to unrelated
projects.
“Gov. Wolf’s statements in a
recorded interview concerning the
turnpike and Act 44 are admissible
evidence that support the allegations
in plaintiffs’ complaint, and
undoubtedly overcome Gov. Wolf’s
and Secretary Richards’ hearsay
objections to one portion of the
statement,” OOIDA stated in its court
filing.

OOIDA v. Pennsylvania
Turnpike Commission
In a lawsuit filed March 15, OOIDA
challenged the constitutionality of the
imposition of excessive tolls by the
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission.
OOIDA claims that tolls, or “user
fees,” become an undue burden on
commerce once the amount is greater
than a fair approximation of the value
of the use of the toll road.
The toll lawsuit also claims that the

turnpike commission tolls pay for
state projects that have nothing to do
with the turnpike, including
operations, maintenance or
improvements. OOIDA is evoking
the Commerce Clause in its case.
In 2007, a public-private
partnership was established between
the turnpike commission and the
Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation. The agreement lasts
for 50 years.
Legislation required the
commission to make payments to
PennDOT in the amounts of
$750 million in fiscal year 2007-08,
$850 million in 2008-09 and
$900 million in 2009-10. From 2011
until 2022, the payments are reduced
to $450 million a year. Payments
drop to $50 million from 2023 until
the end of the agreement in 2057. In
total, the turnpike commission will
pay PennDOT $9.65 billion, with
nearly $6 billion of that already paid.
OOIDA points to a 2016 audit that
reveals turnpike commission
payments have been dedicated solely
to nonhighway purposes, including
transit. In 2008, the turnpike
commission announced a large toll
rate increase because revenue was
going elsewhere. According to a 2008
turnpike news release, the 2009
increase “will largely be used by
PennDOT to help finance offTurnpike road and bridge projects
and the state’s 74 mass-transit
operations.” The turnpike
commission said more than 90
percent of the increase will go to
projects that don’t involve the
turnpike.
“Truckers and motorists are not
ATMs to fund everything under the
sun,” OOIDA President Todd Spencer
said. “The ongoing, economic drain
on unsuspecting turnpike users is the
epitome of highway robbery.” LL
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OOIDA EDUCATION

Ready to take the plunge and
start your own trucking business?
By Land Line staff

Have you toyed with the idea of
becoming an owner-operator
but aren’t quite sure where to
start? Not to worry. Truck to
Success, OOIDA’s business
education training, is a 2½-day
intensive training for those
ready to take their first steps
toward becoming an owneroperator.
Truck to Success is
scheduled for March 12-14 at the Courtyard by Marriott in
Blue Springs, Mo. The class features true trucking experts
who have worked and do work for the largest trucking
association dedicated to helping drivers in all areas be
successful. The training consists of expert trainers and
interaction among participants. Some homework is required
for full participation.
The training is designed to follow a logical path of
information on the transition from a company driver to an
independent contractor. Topics include:

Truck To
Success
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n Developing a business plan that works for you.
n Buying a new or used truck.
n Equipment financing.
n Insurance.
n Pros and cons of running under your own authority
or leasing on to a carrier.

n New entrant safety audits and compliance reviews.
n Drug and alcohol testing requirements.
n Permits and licensing.
n Taxes and business structures.
n Brokers and factoring.
n Current issues affecting the industry.
Registration is open to anyone – you do not have to be a
member of OOIDA to participate in the classes. The cost is
$495 per person and that includes breakfast, lunch and
snacks. Lodging is not included. However, participants can
book a room at the Courtyard by Marriott and receive
OOIDA’s corporate rate. Participants who register before
Feb. 1 will receive a year’s membership for free.
To register, visit OOIDAOnlineEducation.com. LL
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Playing offense
Even with forward movement on HOS
reform, the OOIDA Board of Directors plot
and plan strategies on a number of issues.
By Jami Jones and Mark Schremmer, Land Line staff

W

Continued on Page 40
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OOIDA President Todd Spencer

“Civil rights stuff will pop up again,
and there are a lot of other groups out
there jumping up and down saying they
represent truckers. They aren’t doing any
of this stuff. They can’t, and they won’t.”
– Todd Spencer, OOIDA President

Rod Nofziger, OOIDA chief operating officer
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ith 2018 winding down and unprecedented
forward momentum on the push to meaningful
change to the hours-of-service regulations, the
Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association Board of
Directors looked to the future.
During its fall meeting in November, while hours
of service obviously was a major topic of discussion,
members of the OOIDA Board tackled countless issues,
many centered on over-regulation and the burdens placed
on owner-operators, small-business truckers and company
drivers.
For years, OOIDA has remained steadfast in its
claim that an increase in regulations doesn’t lead to an
improvement in highway safety. During the OOIDA Board
of Directors meeting, FMCSA Administrator Ray Martinez
echoed the Association’s words.
“I know the best way to move the needle forward on
safety isn’t by adding more regulations,” Martinez said.
Martinez and Joe DeLorenzo, FMCSA’s director of
enforcement and compliance, attended the meeting at
OOIDA’s headquarters in Grain Valley, Mo., to discuss a
variety of trucking topics with OOIDA’s board members
and prospective alternates, who possess more than 800
years of combined trucking experience.
“If you can manage to rack up millions of miles without
running into anything, then you probably know what
you’re talking about,” OOIDA President Todd Spencer
said. “This is an experienced group of people, but in
addition to having experience they have hauled everything.
Trucking is a very diverse industry.”
The FMCSA leaders visited OOIDA for more than three
hours and seemed receptive to listening to suggestions
from real truckers and to eliminating regulations that don’t
improve safety.
DeLorenzo said a key to affecting change in the industry
is by offering a solution rather than just complaining about
an existing regulation. He also gave credit to OOIDA
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Gary Green

Dick Pingel

Johanne Couture

Mark Elrod

Paul Cullen Jr. of The Cullen Law Firm, Washington, D.C.

Miles Verhoef
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Doug Smith and Chuck Paar

Gary Carr
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for being the first group to petition for a change to the
hours-of-service regulations. Since OOIDA’s petition,
FMCSA issued an advance notice of proposed rulemaking
regarding possible changes to the hours of service.
“People ask ‘what can we do?’ The first thing is to stop
complaining about it and do something,” DeLorenzo said.
“You guys were the first ones to come forward with a
petition on the hours of service.”
Martinez was sworn in as sixth administrator of the
FMCSA in February 2018. Since that time, Martinez said
he has been dedicated to hearing from real truckers in an
effort to improve safety while decreasing the burden on
drivers and the industry.
“I’ve been on the job 10 months now, and it has been
an education. I’m used to not being the most popular
guy in the room. This industry isn’t made up of shy
wallflowers,” Martinez said. “If you ask 100 truckers
something, you may get 150 opinions. But most of the
suggestions have been constructive, and some of them
were things that are physically impossible for me to do.”
The voices of the OOIDA board members to FMCSA’s
leaders certainly weren’t shy, but they also were
constructive.
“Too often, you’re looking at the letter of the law rather
than the spirit of the law,” said Chuck Paar, an OOIDA
alternate board member. “That’s what the ELD did. Now,
drivers are focused on that ELD before the minute that
they turn into a pumpkin. That’s causing people to speed
in order to get stopped on time. That’s not safety. There’s
no common sense.”
Offering a possible solution to the current hours of
service regulations, OOIDA Board Member Johanne
Couture said the agency should look at Canada’s
regulations.
“Canadian drivers don’t complain about our hours of
service,” said Couture, a board member from Ontario,
Canada. “They offer more flexibility.”
Danny Schnautz, a prospective OOIDA board alternate
from Texas, said FMCSA needs to stop the relationship
between compliance and revenue.
“Why would you need to inspect someone that is safely
parked? The answer is revenue,” Schnautz said.
The meeting ended positively, and Martinez told the
board members that he wants continued feedback in
hopes of eliminating burdensome regulations.
“The invitation to OOIDA and the industry is to tell
us,” Martinez said. “Tell us which regulations need
reformed.
“I get credit for the regulations we can eliminate. Trust
me, President Trump wants that.”

David Jungeblut
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Front row, from left: Miles Verhoef, Johanne Couture, Dick Pingel, Hamlin “Trot” Raney III. Back row: OOIDA President Todd Spencer,
Doug Smith, Bryan Spoon, Gary Carr, Chuck Paar, John Koglman and David Jungeblut.
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Tolling and
infrastructure funding

Another hot issue for truckers is the crumbling
infrastructure, how improvements and repairs will be
funded and, perhaps most importantly, by who.
“We have been facing big time pressure to toll our
roads, all of them,” Spencer told the board members.
“We don’t think for one minute truckers will be treated
fairly.”
To back that up, OOIDA’s litigation counsel The
Cullen Law Firm, made presentations on a variety
of litigation efforts the Association is involved with.
One such lawsuit is against the Pennsylvania Turnpike
Commission.
OOIDA and the National Motorists Association are
asking a federal court to grant class action status to their
lawsuit against the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission.
If granted, more than 100,000 motorists could be
potential class members in a lawsuit that challenges the
constitutionality of “excessive” toll increases on the
Pennsylvania Turnpike.
Paul Cullen Sr. told the board that, if successful,
the lawsuit could be financially crippling to the
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, potentially to the
tune of $1.8 billion. (Read more about the lawsuit on
Page 36.)
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And, when the topic of tolls comes up, inevitably
the Indiana Toll Road comes up in conversation. The
Association has called for a boycott of the Indiana
Toll Road over the latest truck-only toll increases.
During the meeting, the board members also discussed
other strategies to put pressure on the state and former
supporters of leasing the toll road to a private firm.
Short version: Stay tuned. There is more to come on this
front.

Litigation

One of the three prongs of advocacy OOIDA actively
engages in is litigation – with the other two being
legislative and regulatory lobbying efforts.
One major victory that OOIDA enjoyed recently was
a $44.4 million judgment against the state of New York
for its $15 registration fee. The success of that lawsuit
and its potential ripple effect to stop predatory fees and
taxes on truckers is bolstered by a big win in Alabama
years ago.
“If you want to have rights, you continually have to
defend them,” Spencer told the board members about
the New York case. “We have seen this movie before.”
Alabama was discriminating against out-of-state
truckers by requiring them to pay a marker fee, which
Continued on Page 42
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was not required of in-state truckers. OOIDA filed a
successful lawsuit that resulted in a refund on more than
$68 million.
“There was a point we were suing almost as many states
than we weren’t,” Spencer said. “Now we are seeing
variations of these things again.”
The electronic logging mandate was again discussed
during the litigation report to the board. Discussions
included a variety of strategies to weaken the overall
mandate. One such action was a lawsuit filed by OOIDA
against the state of New York seeking to halt enforcement
of the mandate because the state lacked authority to enforce
federal regulations, because they had failed to adopt the
ELD regulations into state law.
“Civil rights stuff will pop up again, and there are a lot
of other groups out there jumping up and down saying they
represent truckers. They aren’t doing any of this stuff. They
can’t, and they won’t,” Spencer said.

Terry Button

More than
hours of service

Not to be distracted from other pressing regulations in dire
need of change by the hours-of-service reform, the OOIDA
government affairs team highlighted the many issues on
their radar.
Challenges ahead include additional attempts to increase
the minimum required insurance on motor carriers,
underride guard mandates that would include side and front
underride guards and speed limiters.
“With any Congress, depending what party is in power
there are issues we will face. With the Democrats taking
control of the House, we could potentially see some of these
issues resurface in the next congress,” OOIDA Director of
Legislative Affairs Collin Long told board members.
He said there could also be new traction on the front of
detention pay, training and overall compensation.
Long-standing issues like truck parking have the
government affairs team working hard to shift the legislative
focus from technology and alerts on existing parking
availability to increasing capacity.

Monte Wiederhold

Seven board members’ terms expired at the November
meeting. Full board members serve four-year terms. Board
members are initially elected from the sitting alternate board
members and once on the board must be re-elected to their
seats by current board members.
Gary Carr, Dick Pingle, John Koglman, Miles Verhoef,
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Board elections

Tilden Curl
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Johanne Couture, Bryan Spoon and Hamlin “Trot” Raney
were all re-elected to new four-year terms at the close of the
meeting.
With the death of OOIDA’s longtime president Jim
Johnston, more recent death of OOIDA Board Member
Steve Davenport and the retirement of OOIDA General
Vice President Woody Chambers, three board positions with
partial terms were also open for election.
Two of the open seats had terms expiring in 2020. Board
alternates Dave Jungeblut and Chuck Paar were elected to
those seats. The third seat had a term remaining that expires
in 2022, and it was filled by alternate Doug Smith.
Davenport’s death, happening only weeks before the
board meeting, was recognized with a moment of silence at
the opening of the board meeting. He was remembered and
honored for his commitment to Vietnam veterans, Prisoners
of War and Gold Star Families by an impromptu passing of
the hat for donations. The board raised $1,069 during the
board meeting. It will be donated to the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial Fund in Davenport’s honor. Run for the Wall’s
Missouri chapter agreed to match that amount, bringing the
total to $2,138. LL
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Top issues to
OOIDA Members
1. HOS reform
2. ELD mandate
3. Oppose more federal regulations
4. Truck parking
5. Detention time
6.. Infrastructure funding
7. Prohibit tolling
8. Regulatory reform
9. Truck weights
10. Autonomous vehicles

Page 1

Over 90 vendor discount programs available to
OOIDA Members plus great rates on truck insurance,
medical benefits, fuel card and more.
BECOME A MEMBER. Call 800-444-5791 or join online at www.ooida.com!
Representation • Truck Insurance • Medical Benefits • Business Services • Information
Fuel Card • Product Discounts • Drug & Alcohol Testing ...and much more!
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Communication

warfare
In order to bring about change in trucking, the key is
influence. When individual truckers come together
and use their voices they can win the battle in fighting
for the rights of truckers – and not mega fleets.

‘‘

By Land Line staff

Communication is a kind of war. Its field of battle
is the resistant and defensive minds of the people
you want to influence. The goal is to penetrate
their defenses and occupy their minds.”
That’s a quote from Robert Greene’s book “The
33 Strategies of War.” The book is commonly
referenced in context to everything from actual
war to business and life strategies.

©S_Chatcharin - Fotolia.com

In no way, shape or form do
groups representing mega
fleets have any interest in
talking about the welfare and
well-being of truckers.
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The quote really hits the bull’s-eye on describing
the current state of regulatory reform that has
potential to make a seismic shift in reducing the
pressures truck drivers face. The more exciting
part of the state of the trucking union, if you will,
is that truckers used their collective voice to bring
about this reform effort.
In the war for reform, truckers have used the

weapon of their words and used them well.
You actively participated in comment periods
and listening sessions. In addition to getting the
attention of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration, it got the attention of the fleets,
and they are obviously running a bit scared. The
American Trucking Associations has decided to
launch an organization for truckers.
Talk about the fox guarding the hen house. In
no way, shape or form do groups representing
mega fleets have any interest in talking about the
welfare and well-being of truckers. You are a cog
in the logistics wheel. A tool (no double entendre
intended) that gets the job done.
And the war doesn’t stop there. States are using
truckers as piggy banks to fix the infrastructure
funding problems with more and more and higher
and higher tolls. Parking is an afterthought.
Regulation on predatory tows is a must.
Using your voice, being your own advocate and
joining in with the collective of other truckers,
is key to change. Engage in the communication
warfare with the tools we provide in the next
pages and build on the momentum started in 2018
by penetrating the defenses and occupy the minds
of lawmakers and regulators at the state and
federal level. LL
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CHARGE
Lead
the
charge
Taking matters into your own hands
By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

OOIDA members regularly act to improve local, state and/
or federal rules. Whether it is through communication
with elected officials, running for office themselves, or
offering insight through testimony to various panels and
committees, there are many ways to have a say in what
happens at all levels of government.
Despite lending your voice and expertise on various
issues that affect you, you may see the action or inaction of
elected officials complicating progress. Justifiably, this can
dampen any enthusiasm to effect change, but it shouldn’t.
There are options available for people to get local, state or
regional issues on the ballot.
When elected officials are not doing enough to address
important issues, the public typically can pursue ballot
measures to get issues before voters. The three types of
ballot measures are initiatives, referendums and recalls.
Initiatives are a tool for registered voters to offer
proposals to change or create laws. They require the
collection of a predetermined number of signatures on
a petition to get questions on the ballot. The initiative
process is available in 24 states.
Using the initiative process, citizens can elicit a public

vote on proposed statutes or amendments to a state
constitution. The process also is used to ask advisory
questions and propose memorials– nonbinding resolutions.
Referendums come in two forms. The first kind
is a popular referendum. Similar to initiatives, it requires
registered voters in 23 states to collect a predetermined
number of signatures to qualify for the ballot a question on
whether to repeal a law enacted by state legislators.
The second form is a legislative referendum. Allowed
in all states, this process is used by state officials or other
government agencies to put before voters propositions that
typically create statutes, amend the state constitution, or
refer bond questions.
Recalls are initiated by the public to remove an
elected official from office before his or her term expires.
A predetermined number of signatures are required for a
recall election. LL

If your state does not offer an initiative or referendum
process, there’s no reason for that to deter your
involvement. Residents have every right to put
pressure on elected officials to make the necessary
changes in statutes to allow people greater control
over their local and state rules.

There is no provision
for any sort of ballot
proposition at the federal
level. However, the initiative
and referendum process
is available in thousands of
counties, cities and towns
across America.

n Initiative and popular referendum
n Popular referendum only
n Initiative constitutional amendments only
(Source: Initiative & Referendum Institute)
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efforts

Petition efforts
strong at the ballot

Never stop
fighting
By Mike Matousek, manager of government affairs

Citizens around the country acted over the past year to
take matters into their own hands for getting issues they
are passionate about before voters. Among the examples
were opportunities to have the final word on transportation
funding.
Following the CALIFORNIA Legislature’s passage
of a transportation funding deal to increase vehicle and
fuel tax rates in late 2017, voters in one district collected
enough signatures to hold a recall election for their state
representative who voted in favor of the plan. Voters
successfully recalled the legislator during a special
election.
On the same topic, a petition effort collected the
necessary signatures to allow voters statewide to decide
whether they want to keep in place the vehicle tax and fee
increases.
Voters statewide in COLORADO decided on two
successful petition efforts to address infrastructure needs
via borrowing and/or a sales tax increase.
OREGON’s fall ballot included a question to require
a three-fifths supermajority vote for legislation to make
changes in taxes and fees. A successful petition drive
secured the question’s place on the statewide ballot.
A separate effort is underway to collect the necessary
signatures to include a question on the state’s 2020 ballot
to require voters to approve adding tolls to existing
roadways.
Another example of citizens taking matters into their own
hands to pursue a change is found in HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLA. There were enough signatures collected
to include a question on the 2018 ballot to raise the local
sales tax for better roads and transit. LL
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The results of the 2018 midterm
elections will change the political
landscape in Washington, D.C.,
especially in the U.S. House of
Representatives. Let’s take a quick
look at how this might affect
small-business truckers and what
you can do to get more involved.
With the change in power in
the House from Republicans to Democrats, the new
chairman of the House Committee on Transportation
and Infrastructure – the primary committee with
legislative jurisdiction over trucking issues – is
Rep. Peter DeFazio, D-Ore. Chairman DeFazio is
effectively the Democrat leader on transportation
issues in the House, and he generally supports issues
that are important to small-business truckers, so we’re
excited to see what he’ll focus on over the next two
years.
The new ranking member on the transportation
committee is Rep. Sam Graves, R-Mo. Ranking
member Graves is essentially Chairman DeFazio’s
counterpart on the Republican side of the aisle.
Ranking member Graves also has a long history of
working on transportation issues, most recently as
chairman of the Highways and Transit subcommittee.
So we’re hopeful they can work together to solve the
many challenges that concern small-business truckers.
Equally as important, the overall roster of the
transportation committee will change quite a bit
with Democrats holding more seats and Republicans
holding fewer seats. This means we’ll see a lot of new
faces on the transportation committee on both sides
of the aisle. We’ve already been reaching out to new
lawmakers, but – as always – we need your help.
Grassroots efforts work, although admittedly it
might not always feel like it. However, it was a
grassroots effort that led the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration to docket proposed changes to
the hours-of-service regulations. It was a grassroots
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OPEN
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Open the door to D.C.

effort that led to a vote to delay the implementation
of the ELD mandate (we realize this effort ultimately
failed). It was a grassroots effort that handed a
legislative defeat to F4A, an underride guard
mandate, premature advancement of autonomous
trucks, increases to insurance minimums, and speedlimiters.
OOIDA’s government affairs team does everything
it can to represent your interests before lawmakers
and regulators in D.C. We’re not always successful,
but we never stop fighting, and we hope you’ll do the
same. Legislative and regulatory issues never truly
go away in D.C., and some of the issues we’ve been
able to beat back recently will inevitably resurface at
some point. While decisions about these issues will
be made months or years from now, you can help
shape these decisions in a positive way by getting
involved now.
As a former congressional staffer, let me give you
my personal experience of how this can work and
why it’s important. On average, twice a month I
would get a phone call from a long-haul trucker who
was a constituent of my then-boss. He would give me
a rundown on what sort of issues he would encounter
out on the road and what he thought about pending
legislation and regulations. He was very opinionated,
though always very professional. In short, it wasn’t
too long before I was calling him on a regular basis
to get an unfiltered view of the world through his
eyes, and his view definitely shaped trucking-related
policy recommendations I made to my boss.
Now it doesn’t always work this way, but it
certainly can, and if it does you’ll make a lasting
impact on your fellow truckers and those who
might follow in your footsteps. You know trucking
better than anyone, so don’t be afraid to share
that knowledge with those who represent you in
Congress. If you have any questions about how to
get more involved, the government affairs team is
here to help.
As always, thank you for your time and support of
OOIDA. LL
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While many issues important to you are certain to
be discussed in your hometown and debated by
lawmakers in your home state, what happens in
Washington, D.C., during the coming year is also
certain to be critical to your trucking business. With the
first session of the 116th U.S. Congress convening in
January, lawmakers are already hard at work, so it’s
time to start the communication process with them.

Congressional phone number
You can call the Capitol switchboard operator at
202-224-3121 to be transferred to any representative’s
or senator’s office. All you have to do is provide the
operator your home ZIP code.
Be sure to try reaching your legislators at their district
offices when they are not in D.C. Contact information
can be found on their congressional website or on their
social media page.

Congressional addresses
You need to know only two addresses to send letters to
your U.S. representative and senators, no matter who
they are.
FOR SENATORS
Office of Senator (Name)
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

FOR REPRESENTATIVES
Office of Rep. (Name)
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

You don’t need to know what building their office is in or
what their room number is. You just need the right ZIP
code, and your letter will get there. LL
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OOIDA’s Call to Action

The next level for your commitment

For nearly half of a century, OOIDA has been squarely
committed to getting the word out on important issues
affecting professional drivers.
Through the decades the method of informing truckers
has undergone a significant transformation. For much of
the time truckers were limited to postal mail and hit-andmiss phone calls.
Thanks to evolving
technology, OOIDA
can relay info quickly
to truckers about
important issues. Land
Line Magazine
produces daily
news online
for OOIDA’s
websites. Land
Line Now
broadcasts
daily on
Sirius XM.
Social
Register for OOIDA
Calls to Action
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By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

media provides the Association an additional resource
to get word out instantly. OOIDA also taps its vast
e-directory when necessary for instant Call to Action
blasts.
OOIDA’s Call to Action team closely tracks hot-button
issues being discussed in Washington, D.C., as well
as in statehouses,
state agencies and in
It’s up to you to join
communities across
the Call to Action
the country.
Team and help make a
If you are not
difference. Online? Visit
already among the
FightingForTruckers.com
80,000 truckers looped
in to daily happenings,
to get connected.
it’s time you answered
the call.
You do not have to be an OOIDA member to get
updates on the latest activities that affect your business.
Land Line readers and others in the trucking industry also
have access to this resource.
Getting added to the Call to Action contact list is
simple. Signing up can be done at FightingForTruckers.
com. Simply click on the “GO” button under “Register
for OOIDA Calls to Action.”
After receiving your alert, it is essential you contact
your elected official(s), whose information will be
provided; visit
their office(s) for
a face-to-face
conversation; when
possible, attend
a meeting where
they are present
for discussion; or
submit comments.
Calls to Action
are the best, and
quickest, way to
communicate your
views to those
officials who
represent you. LL
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RIGHTS
Commenting on proposed
regulations is your right
When it comes to elected officials, most people
know their voice in the process is their vote. But,
what happens once those lawmakers are in office
and pass laws that in turn dictate that federal
agencies impose even more regulations. Are you
cut out of the process?
Elsewhere you’ll read about talking to
members of Congress and how OOIDA will help
you stay informed so you can be active on laws
that are enacted.
What about FMCSA? Does a truck driver have
a voice there? The short answer is: Absolutely.
The rulemaking process, which arrives at new
regulations that can dictate almost any aspect
of your trucking life, is open to the public and
you do have a voice. Unfortunately, not many
truckers take advantage of it.
Hours of service, for example. It appeared
to be one issue that all truckers are passionate
about. Yet out of some 3 million-plus truckers
about 5,200 truckers took advantage of their
right to comment on the proposed regulation.
Of course OOIDA did, but that’s not enough.
Truckers must be involved in this critical part of
the process.
Don’t let the process intimidate you. It’s
actually pretty simple.
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration, for example, collects comments
on its “docket” located at Regulations.gov.
Before you start through the electronic process
on the internet, be sure you have the correct
Docket ID. This is how the system knows
what you are specifically talking about in your
comments.
The Docket ID identifies a regulatory action
the agency is putting in the record for public
view and possible comment. It will contain
a series of letters and numbers separated by
dashes. For example, FMCSA-2018-0248 is
the docket related to proposed hours-of-service
changes. (Don’t bother commenting on it now
because it’s closed, but you may get another
chance later.) The dashes are critical when

The following steps will walk you through finding the
docket that is open for comments and into the comment
process.
1.
2.

Go to Regulations.gov.
Fill in the “Search” field with the Docket ID
and either hit enter or click on “Search.”
3. Click on the title of the docket you want to
comment on. On that page a “Comment Now”
button will appear. Click on the icon.
4. Type in your comment.
5. Fill in your name. (You can do it anonymously,
but names are better.)
6. You don’t have to give your contact info. (If
you do, it will appear with your comment.)
7. Under category, select “Public Comment(s).”
8. Hit continue.
9. Preview your comments.
10. Hit “I read and understand the statement
above.”
11. Click “Submit comments.”

Continued on Page 51
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CONTACT

STATE LEGISLATIVE DIRECTORY
Below is a list of the best phone
numbers in each state to contact
lawmakers, find out when they
are scheduled to meet for
committee meetings and/or
floor sessions, and inquire about
the status of bills of interest.
ALABAMA
Session begins March 5 and runs
to June 18.
legislature.state.al.us
Senate secretary ............... 334-261-0700
House clerk ....................... 334-261-0555
ALASKA
Legislature began Jan. 15 and runs
to April 14.
akleg.gov
Senate secretary ............... 907-465-3701
House clerk ....................... 907-465-3725
ARIZONA
Session began Jan. 14 and runs
to late April.
azleg.gov
Senate secretary ............... 602-926-4231
House clerk ....................... 602-926-3032
ARKANSAS
Session began Jan. 14 and runs
to March 14.
arkleg.state.ar.us
Senate secretary ............... 501-682-5951
House clerk (out of session) ..................
501-682-7771
House clerk (In session) ... 501-682-6211
CALIFORNIA
Legislature began Dec. 3 and runs
to Sept. 13.
leginfo.legislature.ca.gov
Senate secretary ............... 916-651-4171
Assembly clerk .................. 916-319-2856
COLORADO
General Assembly began Jan. 4
and runs to May 3.
leg.colorado.gov
Senate secretary ............... 303-866-4603
House clerk ..................... 303-866-2345
CONNECTICUT
General Assembly began Jan. 9
and runs to June 5.
cga.ct.gov
Senate secretary ............... 860-240-0500
House clerk ....................... 860-240-0400
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DELAWARE
General Assembly began Jan. 8
and runs to June 30.
legis.delaware.gov
Senate secretary ............... 302-744-4129
House clerk ....................... 302-744-4087

KENTUCKY
Session began Jan. 8 and runs
to March 29.
lrc.ky.gov
Senate secretary ............... 502-564-2450
House clerk ........ 502-564-8100, ext. 464

FLORIDA
Legislature begins March 5 and runs
to May 3.
leg.state.fl.us
Senate secretary ............... 850-487-5270
House clerk ....................... 850-717-5400

LOUISIANA
Legislature begins April 8 and
runs to June 6.
legis.la.gov
Senate secretary ............... 225-342-5997
House clerk ....................... 225-342-7259

GEORGIA
General Assembly began Jan. 14
and runs to early April.
legis.ga.gov
Senate secretary ............... 404-656-5040
House clerk ....................... 404-656-5015

MAINE
Legislature began Jan. 2 and runs
to June 19.
legislature.maine.gov
Senate secretary ............... 207-287-1540
House clerk ....................... 207-287-1400

HAWAII
Legislature began Jan. 16 and runs
to May 2.
capitol.hawaii.gov
Senate clerk ...................... 808-586-6720
House clerk ....................... 808-586-6400

MARYLAND
General Assembly began Jan. 9
and runs to April 8.
mgaleg.maryland.gov
Senate secretary ............... 410-841-3908
House clerk ....................... 410-841-3999

IDAHO
Legislature began Jan. 7 and runs
to early April.
legislature.idaho.gov
Senate secretary ............... 208-332-1309
House clerk ....................... 208-332-1141

MASSACHUSETTS
General Court began Jan. 2 and runs
to Nov. 20.
malegislature.gov
Senate clerk ...................... 617-722-1276
House clerk ....................... 617-722-2356

ILLINOIS
Session began Jan. 9 and runs
to May 31.
ilga.gov
Senate secretary ............... 217-782-5715
House clerk ....................... 217-782-8223

MICHIGAN
Legislature began Jan. 9 and
ends Dec. 31.
legislature.mi.gov
Senate secretary ............... 517-373-2400
House clerk ....................... 517-373-0135

INDIANA
General Assembly began Jan. 3
and runs to April 29.
iga.in.gov
Senate secretary ............... 317-232-9400
House clerk ....................... 317-232-9600

MINNESOTA
Legislature began Jan. 8 and
ends May 20.
www.leg.state.mn.us
Senate clerk ...................... 651-296-2344
House clerk ....................... 651-296-2314

IOWA
General Assembly began Jan. 14
and runs to May 3.
legis.iowa.gov
Senate secretary ............... 515-281-5703
House clerk ....................... 515-281-4280

MISSISSIPPI
Legislature began Jan. 8 and
ends April 7.
legislature.ms.gov
Senate docket ................... 601-359-3229
House docket .................... 601-359-3360

KANSAS
Legislature began Jan. 14 and
runs to mid-May.
kslegislature.org
Senate secretary ............... 785-296-2456
House clerk ....................... 785-296-7633

MISSOURI
General Assembly began Jan. 9
and ends May 17.
house.mo.gov
senate.mo.gov
Continued on Page 52
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PREPARE
Notes on being a
grassroots prepper
How to be prepared for impromptu meetings
with representatives and lawmakers without
burying a bus in the back yard.

© jes2nphoto - Fotolia.com

By Wendy Parker, staff writer

First rule of prepping: never tell anyone you’re a prepper.
The original idea behind secrecy in being prepared probably lies
somewhere in the security portion of any preppers handbook. Of
course, that was before reality television took hold of the collective
hive. Mention “prepping” in a public venue these days and it
immediately brings images of unstable individuals with a bus full of
ammo and cannedgoods buried under
their house.
It’s not that kind
of prepping. And
it doesn’t require
nearly as much
time or effort, but
the advantage it
gives you is just as
measurable.
Believe it or not,
having a business
card is still a good idea. The act of being able to physically hand
someone a tangible object relays information and an action all at
once. It solidifies a quick passer-by verbal meeting with a means of
further communication. You don’t have to own a business to have
a professional card. I’m going all ancient-history on you here, but
calling cards have been the LinkedIn of networking for centuries.
Be familiar with key issues that are of importance to you. Educate
yourself with multiple sources of vetted information. Admittedly, this
is the most time-consuming and overwhelming part of being prepared
for and participating in grass roots movements. Ask questions, take
notes.
Your subscription to Land Line Magazine comes in handy. You can
count on the information contained in these pages to be multisourced
and well-vetted. It’s great to study and pass on to those who may
have questions. Remember, you don’t have to be talking to a
lawmaker to make a difference. The general public votes on the same
issues you do, help them understand pros and cons of their voting
actions.
Final thought – be prepared to listen as much as you speak. Be
brief, and be specific. Blanket statements and rambling manifestos are
off-putting to even the most tolerant of listeners. LL
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Commenting on proposed
regulations is your right
From Page 49

looking up a particular rulemaking.
When you’re searching for a specific
document to comment on, if you use the
dashes incorrectly – or not at all – you
won’t find the document you’re looking
for.
You can have someone else do it for
you online, too, if you want to enlist a
kid, grandkid or tech-savvy friend to help.
The steps are the same except that on
the first page they should click that they
are submitting for a third party and fill
out their info as the representative. The
other fields are unnecessary in terms of
organization and such.
Of course, submitting comments
electronically via the internet isn’t your
only option. If you prefer to hand-write
or type it out and fax it? Easy enough. On
the top of the page, include the Docket
ID. Make sure you include your name.
Then you can:
n Fax comments with the Docket ID
number to 202-493-2251.
n Mail comments with the Docket ID
number to:
Docket Management Facility
U.S. Department of Transportation
Room W-12-140, 1200 New Jersey
Ave. SE
Washington, D.C. 20590-0001
Or, if you are super ambitious, handdeliver comments between 9 a.m. and 5
p.m. Monday through Friday except on
federal holidays to the ground floor of
the U.S. Department of Transportation
building, Room W-12-140, 1200 New
Jersey Ave. SE, Washington, D.C. LL
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CHANGE

STATE LEGISLATIVE DIRECTORY
From Page 50

Senate secretary ............... 573-751-3766
House clerk ....................... 573-751-4017
MONTANA
Legislature began Jan. 7 and runs to
May 1.
leg.mt.gov
Senate secretary ............... 406-444-4801
House clerk ....................... 406-444-4819
NEBRASKA
Unicameral began Jan. 9 and
ends June 6.
nebraskalegislature.gov
Clerk of the Legislature ..... 402-471-2271
NEVADA
Session begins Feb. 4 and goes to June
3.
leg.state.nv.us
Senate secretary ............... 775-684-1400
Assembly clerk .................. 775-684-8555
NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Court began Jan. 2 and
ends in late June.
gencourt.state.nh.us
Senate clerk ...................... 603-271-3420
House clerk ....................... 603-271-2548
NEW JERSEY
Legislature began Jan. 9 and
ends Jan. 14, 2020.
njleg.state.nj.us
Senate clerk ...................... 609-847-3915
Assembly clerk .................. 609-847-3115
NEW MEXICO
Legislature began Jan. 15 and
ends March 16.
nmlegis.gov
Senate clerk ...................... 505-986-4714
House clerk ....................... 505-986-4751
NEW YORK
Legislature began Jan. 9 and
ends Dec. 31.
nysenate.gov
assembly.state.ny.us
Senate secretary ............... 518-455-2051
Assembly information ....... 518-455-4218
NORTH CAROLINA
General Assembly began Jan. 9
and ends in mid-July.
ncleg.net
Senate clerk ...................... 919-733-7761
House clerk ....................... 919-733-7760
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NORTH DAKOTA
Legislature began Jan. 3 and runs to
April 26.
legis.nd.gov
Legislative Council for House and Senate
701-328-2916

TEXAS
Session began Jan. 8 and runs to May
27.
capitol.state.tx.us
Senate secretary ............... 512-463-0100
House clerk ....................... 512-463-0845

OHIO
Session began Jan. 7 and
ends Dec. 31.
legislature.ohio.gov
Senate clerk ...................... 614-466-4900
House clerk ....................... 614-466-3357

UTAH
Legislature began Jan. 28 and
ends March 14.
le.utah.gov
Senate secretary ............... 801-538-1035
House clerk ....................... 801-538-1029

OKLAHOMA
Legislature begins Feb. 4 and
ends May 31.
oklegislature.gov
Senate secretary ............... 405-521-2391
House clerk ....................... 405-557-7303

VERMONT
General Assembly began Jan. 9
and runs to mid-May.
legislature.vermont.gov
Senate clerk ...................... 802-828-2241
House clerk ....................... 802-828-2247

OREGON
Session began Jan. 22 and
ends June 30.
oregonlegislature.gov
Senate secretary ............... 503-986-1851
House clerk ....................... 503-986-1870

VIRGINIA
Session began Jan. 9 and
ends March 10.
virginiageneralassembly.gov
Senate secretary ............... 804-698-7400
House clerk ....................... 804-698-1619

PENNSYLVANIA
Session began Jan. 1 and
ends Dec. 31.
legis.state.pa.us
Senate secretary ............... 717-787-5920
House clerk ....................... 717-787-2372

WASHINGTON
Legislature began Jan. 14 and
ends April 28.
leg.wa.gov
Senate secretary ............... 360-786-7550
House clerk ....................... 360-786-7750

RHODE ISLAND
General Assembly began Jan. 1
and ends in mid-July.
www.rilin.state.ri.us
Senate secretary ............... 401-276-5555
House clerk ....................... 401-222-1478

WEST VIRGINIA
Legislature began Jan. 9 and
ends March 9.
wvlegislature.gov
Senate clerk ...................... 304-357-7800
House clerk ....................... 304-340-3200

SOUTH CAROLINA
Legislature began Jan. 8 and
ends May 9.
scstatehouse.gov
Senate secretary ............... 803-212-6200
House clerk ....................... 803-734-2403

WISCONSIN
Session began Jan. 7 and
ends Dec. 31.
legis.wisconsin.gov
Senate clerk ...................... 608-266-2517
Assembly clerk .................. 608-266-1501

SOUTH DAKOTA
Legislature began Jan. 8 and
ends March 29.
sdlegislature.gov
Legislative Council for both the House
and Senate ........................ 605-773-3251

WYOMING
Legislature began Jan. 8 and
ends in early March.
legisweb.state.wy.us
Senate clerk ...................... 307-777-7711
House clerk ....................... 307-777-7852
Legislative Service Office .. 307-777-7881

TENNESSEE
General Assembly began Jan. 8
and ends in late April.
capitol.tn.gov
Senate clerk ...................... 615-741-2730
House clerk ....................... 615-741-2901
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When the industry throws you a curve ball and you need help with information or a
particular situation, one of your most important OOIDA member benefits is access
to its Business Services Department. The OOIDA Business Services Department is
there to provide members with critical guidance for their particular situation and
information to help them run their business more efficiently.
• Compliance maintenance system
• Interpreting federal regulations
• Information assistance
• Warranty issues
• Lease agreement review
• Carrier complaints
• Broker/Carrier agreement review
• Form 2290/HVUT filing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Authority application and filings
Permit and licensing
Oregon bonds
DOT Drug & Alcohol Testing Consortium
SCAC codes
BOC3 service
IFTA tax reporting (through third-party vendor)

If you need assistance or information regarding your trucking business, want help in
handling some of the paperwork, or are seeking advice on what you believe to be unfair
business practices and treatment, KEEP CALM...and call OOIDA Business Services.

Call 800-444-5791

(or from your cell phone: 816-229-5791)
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Your guide to the 2019
Mid-America Trucking Show

Q

What’s the show schedule?

The Mid-America Trucking Show is scheduled
Thursday through Saturday, March 28-30 at the
Kentucky Expo Center in Louisville. On Thursday,
there will be a VIP session from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. with
doors open to the public from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. On
Friday, the doors will open to the general public from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. On Saturday, the show is open from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Q

Where is OOIDA going to be
this year?

The Association plans to have two booths at the 2019
show. Just like last year, we will be in Booth 11128 in
the North Wing and Booth 65229 in the West Wing.
You can catch OOIDA’s tour truck in the PKY Truck
Beauty Championship in Lot J behind the West Wing.
It will cost only $35 to join or renew your OOIDA
membership at MATS.

Q

How much are MATS tickets?

Nothing, if you handle things right. Online
preregistration at TruckingShow.com continues until
Feb. 28. If you register before Feb. 28, a badge will be
mailed to your address.
After Feb. 28, it will cost you $10 – either to
preregister or at the door – to get into the show,
and you will have to wait in line for your badge to be
printed. If you preregister, be sure to print out your
registration confirmation and bring it with you to the

OOIDA will have two booths at the 2019 Mid-America Trucking Show
in Louisville, Ky. In addition, the OOIDA tour truck will be in Lot J.
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show to exchange for your badge.
Your badge is good for all three days of the show.

Q

Where can I park my truck?

Tractor-trailer parking is $30 daily, and spots with
hook-ups are available for $50. Spots with hook-ups
must be reserved by calling 502-367-5380. If you’re in
your personal vehicle, it will cost you $10 to park each
day.
Free tractor-trailer parking is available courtesy
of show management at Cardinal Stadium. Shuttle
buses to and from the Kentucky Expo Center also are
provided for anyone parking at the stadium.

Q

What are some of the attractions?

The Paul K. Young Truck Beauty Championship and
awards ceremony will be hosted on-site, including
Lights after MATS on Wednesday night and Thursday
night, and the PKY Competitor Parade following the
close of the show on Saturday. You can catch the
parade on the Expo Center’s perimeter road.
Other events include a concert Friday night as well
as educational seminars. Past concerts have featured
such entertainers as Kellie Pickler, Craig Morgan,
Gretchen Wilson, the Marshall Tucker Band, John
Anderson, Thompson Square, Randy Houser, and
Sugarland. This year’s featured act wasn’t announced
as of press time. Complimentary tickets to the concert
will be distributed, while supplies last, from sponsors
during show hours. LL

Land Line Now host Mark Reddig interviews OOIDA
President Todd Spencer at a previous Mid-America
Trucking Show.
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OOIDA sends letter to congressional leaders about per diem changes
By Land Line staff

Changes to the tax code brought about
by the landmark Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act of 2017 could have a significant
impact on per diem deductions for
company drivers.
The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association is asking
congressional leaders in the House
and Senate to make sure the new
tax law’s elimination of the ability
of employee drivers to deduct 80
percent of up to $63 in daily expenses
for meals on the road won’t result in
those drivers “sending more of their
hard-earned money to Washington.”
“We understand increases to the
standard deduction for individuals and
married couples filing jointly were
designed to reduce the tax burden for
most Americans, including employee
drivers,” wrote OOIDA President and
CEO Todd Spencer. “However, the
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per diem deduction for meals could
total well over the new standard
deduction of $12,000 for a driver who
spends 250 days on the road annually
– a working schedule that is not
uncommon in our industry.”
The letter was sent Jan. 7 to Sens.
Chuck Grassley, R-Iowa, and ranking
member Ron Wyden, of the Senate
Committee on Finance, as well as
to Reps. Richard Neal, D-Mass.,
chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, and ranking
member Kevin Brady, R-Texas.
“As you consider additional
modifications to the tax code during
the 116th Congress, we encourage you
to explore this matter in greater detail
to ensure company drivers aren’t
being negatively impacted by reforms
that were designed to benefit blue
collar Americans,” OOIDA’s letter
states. “The per diem deduction was
a popular tax provision among these

drivers.”
Company drivers have shared
concerns with the Association that
eliminating the per diem deduction
could lead to greater tax exposure for
them under the new law.
Collin Long, OOIDA’s director
of government affairs, says the
uncertainty surrounding the new tax
code could benefit some drivers while
harming others.
“We’re not entirely certain how
the recent changes to the tax code
will impact employee drivers. For
some, the new tax structure may be
beneficial,” Long said. “However, we
need to make sure congressional tax
writers are aware some drivers may
see their taxes increase as a result of
the changes. If that is the case, elected
officials need to be prepared with a
strategy to provide relief for these
truckers.” LL
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NEWS

The au
vehicle tonomous
as the industry gr
world
o
watche ws
s
By John Bendel,
contributing editor-at-large

“Daimler Trucks believes that fully autonomous
utonomous
– driverless – commercial trucks will not be seriesvehicles
produced in the near future,” the company said in
are a really
a news release. “However, the technology has the
big deal – at least as
potential to create numerous advantages for the global
far as news coverage is concerned.
logistics industry by helping fleets to keep up with
Major media outlets like The New
ever-increasing freight demands as the pool of longYork Times now have reporters
haul truck drivers continues to decrease.”
assigned to the subject. For example,
That’s a long, long way of saying, “We’ll help fill
the hot new, high-profile, general news
that pool with robots.”
outlet called Axios produces a regular
Besides Daimler, Volvo, Paccar, and others are
newsletter called Axios Autonomous
developing autonomous truck technology. According
Vehicles.
to the California Department of Motor Vehicles, 62
More importantly for trucking,
companies now have permits to
Transport Topics, the weekly
test self-driving cars in the state.
paper published by the American
The number of companies testing
Most say they’re
Trucking Associations, has
trucks there and
not trying to replace autonomous
added a regular newsletter called
elsewhere has not been specifically
TT Autonomous to its lineup
drivers, that drivers reported.
that includes TT Equipment,
But the testing goes on and the
will always be there to wider
TT Technology, TT Safety, TT
business world is watching.
oversee the robotics. Forbes Magazine ran a profile of
Government, and TT Logistics.
Transport Topics is probably the
Alex Rodrigues under the headline
The size of their
most-read trucking publication for
“This 23-year-old prodigy is leading
investments tells
carriers.
the pack in the driverless truck race.”
Yet few technical developments
Rodrigues is the CEO of San
another story.
have been reported lately. Most
Francisco-based Embark Trucks,
– though not all – of the news is
which has retrofitted Peterbilts to
on the business. Even while truly
drive themselves. Last year, Embark ran a driverless
driverless trucks won’t be hitting the road soon, big
truck (with a driver) from Los Angeles to Jacksonville,
players are placing big bets. Most say they’re not
Fla., probably less for testing purposes than for media
trying to replace drivers, that drivers will always
attention. In a more practical vein, Embark has been
be there to oversee the robotics. The size of their
operating its autonomous trucks along Interstate 10
investments – those bets – tells another story. Daimler
between Los Angeles and Phoenix hauling paying
Trucks at least acknowledges that reality. Last year,
freight, much of it from Electrolux, the appliance
Daimler committed $2.5 billion for research and
maker.
development when they launched the Automated Truck
Stefan Seltz-Axmacher, CEO of Starsky Robotics in
Research and Development Center in Portland, Ore.
San Francisco, was interviewed recently by Medium,
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a provider of thoughtful content for online publications.
Seltz-Axmacher described his current efforts to develop
and commercialize truck driving by remote control,
an idea he has more or less pioneered. Big players, he
explained, are seeing the wisdom of his approach and are
working in that area as well.
“The idea that a computer controls a moving vehicle
all the time is one of the stupid parts of the industry’s
dogma,” he told Medium.

Another widely reported story came from McKinsey &
Company, a global management consulting firm based in
New York, laid out its vision for the future of autonomous
trucks. In a report titled “Distraction or disruption?
Autonomous trucks gain ground in U.S. logistics,” the
company said within the next two years we will see
truck platooning. One truck will be able to follow closely
behind another when both are connected electronically.
There will be drivers in both trucks.
Between 2022 and 2025 we will begin to see platoons
in which only the lead truck has a driver. The truck or
trucks following will be autonomous. From 2025 to 2027,
totally driverless trucks will appear – individually or in
platoons. These trucks will only operate on interstates
between ports at specific interchanges. There, drivers will
move loads to and from shippers and receivers. As early
as 2027, according to McKinsey, we will begin to see
totally autonomous trucks hauling from point to point on
all kinds of roads.
Maybe McKinsey customers will make money from
these projections. But I wouldn’t count on it – especially
that last one. Fully driverless trucks in irregular-route
Continued on Page 58
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“Fully driverless trucks in
irregular route service in nine
years? I’ll keep my money
under the mattress, thank you.”

not welcome
By John Bendel, contributing editor-at-large

Not everyone is happy about autonomous vehicles.
Some people in Tempe, Ariz., are so upset by selfdriving test cars, they’re taking action. CNBC reports
at least 21 recorded incidents in which drivers have
threatened test drivers or attempted to drive test cars
off the road.
One 69-year-old man pointed his .22-caliber
Harrington and Richardson Sportsman revolver at one
test driver. According to the police report, the man
“stated that he despises and hates those cars and
said how Uber had killed someone.”
Indeed, an Uber autonomous test car hit and killed a
pedestrian in nearby Tempe in March. Uber suspended
operations nationwide at the time, though it has since
resumed restricted testing in Pittsburgh.
In Chandler, it’s not Uber but Waymo that operates a
fleet of autonomous Chrysler Pacifica minivans. They
cover almost 25,000 miles on city streets each day
testing system tweaks and gathering data. Onboard
drivers only intervene when necessary – like the time a
Jeep pulled into Waymo’s lane and ran at it head on.
The same Jeep and other vehicles have stopped in
front of Waymo Chryslers or otherwise messed with
their sensor systems in Chandler. People have thrown
rocks at them and in one incident a man ran out of a
park and slashed a Waymo vehicle’s tire as it idled.
Some people say they dislike autonomous vehicles,
because they’re so cautious they slow traffic. An
autonomous car might take forever to navigate a fourway stop intersection, for example.
With this kind of reception for cars on city streets,
it’s no wonder autonomous truck development pretty
much focuses on highway use. LL
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service in nine years? I’ll keep my money under
the mattress, thank you.
It did not make the national press, but one
company thinks driverless trucks – at least of
the interstate-only kind – will be coming sooner
rather than later. According to the Akron Beacon
Journal, Jarrett Logistics of Orrville, Ohio, bought
a 53-acre property near the junction of I-71
and I-76 in nearby Seville for eventual use as a
transfer hub for autonomous trucks.
“When autonomous trucks become
commercially available, the transfer hub will
allow trailers to be exchanged between driverless
trucks and local drivers, Jarrett said. Autonomous
trucks would arrive at the hub, with PackShip
drivers making final deliveries,” the Beacon
Journal reported. PackShip is Jarrett’s finalmile unit. The property formerly belonged to
Schneider.
Over time, no doubt, autonomous trucks
will evolve. But there’s still a long way to go.
Remember, the 1968 movie “2001: A Space
Odyssey?” It depicted an airline space craft
shuttling people from earth to a permanent
commercial space station complete with a cocktail
lounge.
Well, it’s 2019 and we haven’t gotten even
close. LL

A trucker for 10 years and trucking journalist
for more than 15 years, John Bendel’s biggest
inspiration still comes from his readers.
For his series in Land Line, he wants to
know what kind of technology has become
part of your job. Love it, hate it, how does it
work for you? Email John at John_Bendel@
LandLineMag.com.
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Rolling robots
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Got your card?
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Get your savings!

Your OOIDA membership
card gives you more
than 90 discounts,
rebates and more.

This card will
pay you back!

Not a member?

Call 816-229-5791 or visit www.ooida.com

OOIDA
MEMBER DISCOUNTS, REBATES & SERVICES
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Your card.
Your savings.
Your OOIDA membership card
gives you more than 90 discounts,
rebates and more.
NEW
DISCOUNT
MaTrack offers OOIDA members $10 off any MaTrack
device purchase. MaTrack offers the latest GPS and fleet
management devices and services for tracking 1-100
trucks.

10%
Todd D. Knapp, CPA, PC offers OOIDA members a 10%
discount on professional accounting and tax preparation
services including back taxes and tax-debt resolution and
corporate and LLC formations, bookkeeping, and business
and personal income tax return preparation.

$$$
Tax Help MD offers OOIDA members 25% off tax
preparation and resolution services and $300 off tax
investigation. Tax Help MD is a group of tax attorneys,
CPAs and enrolled agents licensed by the U.S. Treasury
Department specializing in helping truck drivers resolve
back tax problems.

$$$
The Truckers
Advantage fuel card
offers OOIDA members
everyday fuel rebates,
including a 10-centper-gallon discount from Pilot Flying J.

500

$

Tax Defense Network offers OOIDA members
$500 off tax debt and resolution services
including back taxes, levies, liens, wage
garnishments, and more. Tax preparation and
ongoing bookkeeping services are also available.

25%
Clean Slate Tax offers OOIDA members 25% off
all services including tax debt, back taxes, wage
garnishment, and more. Clean Slate Tax is a national
tax resolutions firm that serves all 50 U.S. states.

FREE
+15%

Taxation Solutions offers OOIDA members a free initial
consultation and a 15% discount on bookkeeping, tax
relief, IRS representation and tax preparation services
provided by a team of tax attorneys, enrolled agents and
CPAs.
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Not a member yet?
Call us! 816-229-5791
or visit www.ooida.com
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Electronics
Blue Tiger
Cobra Electronics
Fleet Electronics
GiraffeG4
Handsfree
HawksHead TPMS
MaTrack
PacLink
Right Weigh
SafeKey
Shorepower
Smoothtalker
Truck System Technologies
Xantrex

Parts & Equipment
4 State Trucks
Balance Masters
Big Rig Mattress
Bison Grille Guards
Brunner Fabrication
CabComfortDirect
Centramatic
ClearMotion
CSTK (Thermo King)
Dipetane
Donvel
Dura-Lite
Flitz International
Hot Shot’s Secret
LKQ Heavy Truck
MHC
Morgan Manufacturing
Mytee Products
Raney’s Truck Parts
RigMaster
Tarpstop
TruckClaws

Fuel
Truckers Advantage
Other Discounts
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Compliance check-up
Trucking is notorious for the paperwork required not only of
truckers but of motor carriers. The alphabet soup of permits
alone can make your head spin.
OOIDA’s Permits and Licensing Department is here to help.
The team members work to educate members about authority
and permits. On the authority front they can assist members
who need to apply for or change authority. Beyond that they
can also assist with reinstatements, name and address changes,
biennial updates, and your BOC-3.
As if that’s not enough, on the permit side of things they
can assist OOIDA members with Unified Carrier Registration,
weight-distance permits, intrastate permits, International
Registration Plan, IFTA, 2290 – you name it they can help.
While all of the filing services are priced depending on what’s
needed and the scope of the motor carrier operation, compliance
is the main focus.
“The most important service we provide is helping our
members make sure they have everything they need,”
said Crystal Minardi, permits and licensing department
supervisor. “That’s why we encourage them to call in
and go over everything as part of their membership
and make sure that they are in compliance.” LL
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TRUCKING REPORT

Trucker occupational deaths
in 2017 reach record levels

Hiring Owner Operators
and Drivers

By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

Truck driving consistently ranks in top 10 lists of
most dangerous jobs in America. Recently released
occupational deaths data from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics supports that. In 2017, more truckers died
on the job than any other year since records began in
2003.
On Dec. 18, the Bureau of Labor Statistics released
its National Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries,
updated to include numbers from 2017. According to
BLS, 5,147 fatal work injuries occurred in 2017, down
slightly from 5,190 in 2016.
Of all the occupational deaths, more than 16 percent
were truck drivers. In 2017, 840 truckers were killed
on the job, the most in a single year since BLS
began collecting occupational fatality stats in 2003.
Accounting for all driver/sales workers and truck
drivers, nearly 1,000 deaths occurred, a rate of 26.8
fatal injuries per 100,000 full-time equivalent workers.
The stats reflected in BLS’ report include raw
numbers of deaths of all types while on the job and
do not indicate fault or events leading up to the fatal
injury.
Transportation, in general, was responsible for
the lion’s share of occupational deaths. More than
2,000 of the occupational fatalities were attributed to
“transportation incidents,” accounting for more than
40 percent of all deaths on the job. In a distant second
was death related to falls, slips and trips at 887 deaths,
or approximately 17 percent of all occupational fatal
injuries.
Although truckers accounted for more deaths than
most occupations, they only ranked seventh when
adjusted for the number of workers in that occupation.
Fishers and related fishing workers had the highest
fatal work injury rate, nearly 100 deaths per 100,000
workers, followed by loggers at 84.3 deaths per
100,000. Among selected occupations, computer/
mathematical workers had the lowest rate at 0.2 fatal
injuries. For all workers, the fatal injury rate decreased
slightly to 3.5 per 100,000 workers.
Fatality rates varied across different demographics.
Per 100,000 workers, 5.7 men were killed while on
the job compared to the significantly lower 0.6 rate
among women. Accounting for age, workers 65 years
old and over had the highest fatal injury rate at 10.3
deaths per 100,000 workers. LL
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TECHNOLOGY

By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

S

everal stakeholders have put
in their predictions about
autonomous trucks over the past
several years, ranging from good
news to bad. The latest autonomous
truck outlook by McKinsey and Co.
reveals a bright future for logistics
companies – assuming you are not a
long-haul truck driver.
In its analysis on the effects of
autonomous trucks in U.S. logistics,
New York City-based international
consulting firm McKinsey and Co.
predicts a future that will make
CEOs happy. Among the many
“disruptions” the technology will
cause, operating costs could decline
by as much as 40 percent with full
autonomy, according to the report.
McKinsey estimates this will
save the for-hire trucking industry
between $85 billion and $125 billion.

Effects on trucking industry
McKinsey establishes four main
“implications” for trucking
companies when it comes to
autonomous trucks:

n Reduction of operating costs.
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n Consolidation of the national
fleet.
n Alleviate the industry’s capacity
crunch.
n Truck original equipment
manufacturers move
downstream and enter
transport markets.

The report refers to a lack of drivers,
hours-of-services regulations, and
electronic logging devices when
discussing the capacity crunch.
“Runs that used to take a single
day now take two, effectively
limiting the supply of driver hours
and decreasing available capacity,”
the report explains. “Difficult
working conditions and stiff
competition have resulted in annual
attrition rates near or exceeding
100 percent, which have resulted in
increased cost for carriers and rate
increases for shippers.”
As detailed in the timeline below,
labor costs will drop significantly
from $85 billion to $61 billion.
However, McKinsey states “that
doesn’t necessarily mean bad news
for today’s drivers.”
Backing that claim, the report
explains how long-haul trips,

McKinsey and Co.
says operating costs
could decrease by as
much as 40 percent.
“which are the least popular among
commercial drivers today,” will
be the first to go with autonomous
trucks. However, this will create
growth for local driver jobs as
they will be needed to pick up
autonomous trucks off the highways
and to their final destination and
back.
Referring back to hours of service,
McKinsey points out that human
drivers are limited to driving 11
hours each day. Conversely, an
autonomous truck could drive 20
hours a day, moving freight faster
and more flexibly.
What about owner-operators?
More bad news.
“(Autonomous trucks) might
cause a greater share of the market
(particularly the long-haul portion)
to consolidate in the hands of the big
trucking companies at the expense of
owner–operator companies and other
small companies,” the report says.
To start, a network of garages and
shops will be needed to maintain
trucks and perform simple roadside
maintenance. As the report points
out, only the largest trucking
companies are in a position to build
this type of network.
FEBRUARY 2019
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Pro-autonomous trucks report
suggests bleak future for
long-haul owner-ops

McKinsey points out that human drivers are
limited to driving 11 hours each day. Conversely,
an autonomous truck could drive 20 hours a day,
moving freight faster and more flexibly.
McKinsey also mentions the wealth
of data that will be collected from
autonomous vehicles. This is data that
cannot be maintained as efficiently
with an owner-operator compared to
a large fleet.
Also, only the larger fleets will have
the resources to hire local drivers
once platoons exit the highways.
“These factors suggest that the
current full-truckload industry
structure, in which about 90 percent
of all carriers have fewer than 10
tractors, will come under pressure,”
the report says.

Technology timeline

Like others have attempted to
predict, McKinsey’s report includes
a timeline of when the industry can
expect to see the progression of
autonomous trucks, which includes
four waves.
The first two waves involve
platooning. Between now and 2020,
platooning will be restricted to two
trucks with a driver in each truck.
From 2022 to 2025, McKinsey
expects platooning of two trucks with
a driver in the lead truck only, with
442011 LandL 4.75 X 2.pdf

1

an expected total-cost-of-ownership
savings of 10 percent.
Within seven to 10 years,
McKinsey sees a future of
autonomous trucks on interstates
without drivers and platooning two or
more trucks when possible. Drivers
will drop off trucks at dedicated
truck stops. It is worth noting that
this technology is considered Level 4
autonomy. Today, Level 3 autonomy
does not exist within the U.S. market
and is only being deployed in testing
situations.
This third wave, referred to as
“constrained autonomy,” will be
dependent on favorable weather
and visibility conditions, as well as
availability of needed infrastructure.
A cost savings of 20 percent is
predicted for this wave.
Looking ahead past a decade from
now is when McKinsey predicts the
adoption of fully autonomous trucks,
which includes no driver during all
points of a delivery. If this were to
become reality, McKinsey estimates
this will cut total-cost-of-ownership
roughly in half. However, McKinsey
acknowledges that “full autonomy is
a long way off.” LL
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Mitch Broderson is one of the chosen few who owns
and pilots a Western Star 4964EX 100,000-plus miles
a year as he moves liquid fabric softener between
Illinois and Ohio. He bought the rig brand new in
2007. Powered by a 515 HP Detroit Diesel Series 60
engine, with a 13-speed transmission and 3:42 rear
axles. The rig has more than 1.5 million miles on it
and has had very few issues with no major rebuilds.

And, as if one owner-operator in
the household isn’t enough, Mitch’s
sweet wife, Lori, also drives a 2003
Western Star LowMax. Now, that’s a
truckin’ family!
And, as if one owner-operator in the household isn’t
enough, Mitch’s sweet wife, Lori, also drives a 2003
Western Star LowMax. Now, that’s a truckin’ family!
Married for more than 25 years, they have two grown
children. Their son is a successful business owner, and
their daughter is a registered nurse.
Broderson has made many upgrades to the truck,
but it was factory equipped very nicely with a 62-inch
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sleeper, refrigerator, white birch dash panels, dual
stacks, dual air cleaners and a simple but attractive
two-tone black-and-white paint scheme. He has
added many tasteful and cool upgrades, such as a
performance tune on the engine, a Valley Chrome
American Eagle bumper, drop visor, door chop
panels, a custom punched grille screen, 7-inch stacks,
WTI rear fenders, full-frame covers, and Trux LED
lighting. Two of his personal favorite additions are the
authentic Train Horn and a genuine Train Crossing
Bell.
Mitch is an avid motorcyclist and has carried the
color scheme and many details from his Western Star
to his Harley Davidson. For now, he plans to run this
truck a few more years, and then his dream is to retire
it, begin a restoration on it, and show it off at quite a
few truck shows.
The Chrome Shop Mafia has known Mitch and
Lori for a long time and have spent many a weekend
with him either at MATS or at the Top Gun Show
in Rantoul, Ill. We sure do appreciate all his calls
and visits over these past 10-plus years and his
commitment to beautify America by driving a true
working show truck on a daily basis. He also wants
to thank Lincoln Chrome, WTI fenders, RoadWorks,
FEBRUARY 2019
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A Western Star working
toward 2 million miles

Looking sharp! This Western Star
makes quite a striking impression.

Black and chrome is a perfect color combo.

Hid out in the weeds, like an ol’ Bandito.

Trux and many others that helped him out in his quest to
show folks a Western Star can look as sharp as any rig
on the road. LL
Bryan “Boss Man” Martin and his family own and
operate 4 State Trucks in Joplin, Mo. They have
been entrenched in trucking for three generations
and have but one focus: To serve America’s
truckers and assist in keeping them “looking good
and rolling proud” as they travel the highways.
In certain situations, Mitch Broderson takes an extra two wheels with him.
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By Paul Abelson SENIOR CONTRIBUTING TECHNICAL CONSULTANT

MAINTENANCE

Q&A

Counteracting uneven wear on tires
You said you call people who write, to get details
so you can answer. I have a complicated question
about tires that I’d like to talk to you about. I’m getting
wear streaks across my tires and I want to get rid of them.
Also, I was skidding in the snow last week (early
December) and that scared me. Please call.

A

You did have several situations going, and I was
happy to review them with you. To correct uneven
wear, find the cause and correct it, rotate your tires, and let
normal driving remove the uneven wear. Do not, as your
tire dealer’s mechanic suggested, turn down the tire on a
lathe to get it round
again. It’s an
unnecessary cost
that cuts tire life
significantly, a
cosmetic fix that
does not correct the
underlying problem.
The uneven wear
will recur.
Your wear
Tire wear
problem may be
caused by
misalignment or improper inflation pressure, perhaps both.
Alignment is easily checked and corrected as needed. There
are two sections of the TMC Recommended Practices
manual that will be helpful diagnosing uneven wear causes,
RP216, the Radial Tire Conditions Analysis Guide and
RP219, Radial Tire Wear Conditions and Cause. Both are
illustrated to help us diagnose wear, and they recommend
corrections.
Tire inflation affects tire wear. The old rule-of-thumb,
keeping tires at 100 pounds per square inch (or 100 PSI)
doesn’t work. It was instituted in the days when tires leaked
air through the rubber, losing as much as 2-3 PSI per week.
Speeds were lower. 100 PSI kept tires from getting too low.
Low tires flex more causing added wear. With radial tires,
high air pressure shortens the tread-road contact patch,
increasing wear on the center of the tread. When pressure is
too soft, outer edges tend to wear faster. Any misalignment
adds to exaggerate irregular wear.
When radials get too low, about 20 percent below
recommended PSI internal damage occurs, leading to tread
separation. As proof, check those “road gators” along the
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road. If there are wires showing, these are not thrown
retreads. They are the result of damage, most likely from
under-inflation.
What is “proper” inflation? That depends on load, speed
and tire size. For example, if you run at 80,000 pounds,
you’re putting 34,000 on each tandem or 4,250 on each
tire. You’ve been using Bridgestone 295/75R22.5 G-rated
tires. According to their load tables, you should have 75 to
80 PSI in each tire. If you run the same size in H-load
range, you’d need only 70 PSI. But for steer tires to carry
6,000 pounds each, you’d need 110 in each.
If you follow the “100 PSI all around” rule, you’ll be
overstressing your steer tires and giving yourself a harsh
ride from your drivers and trailer. Going low to put more
rubber on the road the way the military does in sand and
mud only works at low speeds. On highways, where snow
may just be in scattered patches, you’ll ruin your tires and
risk a blowout if you deflate them.
Tread depth is better for traction. If your tires are worn
beyond 50 percent, say 15/32 in a drive tire that started at
29/32, you’ll be sacrificing a few percent in fuel economy
but you’ll be gaining in skid resistance. Try to put newer
tires on for winter and keep the well-worn ones for
summertime. Automobile winter tires are made with rubber
that is softer and more flexible in the cold. They don’t
make them for trucks the way they do for cars. They would
wear out too quickly in commercial service.
Thanks for a good wide-ranging conversation on an
important topic.

Q.

I have a 2016 International ProStar with a
Cummins 450 engine. It has a fuel-water
separator with the see-through bowl that I check daily.
Lately, it’s been filling quicker, and sometimes there’s
crud in it. That says bad fuel, but I’ve been filling up at
only TA & Petro truck stops. Have they cheapened their
diesel?

A

No. TA & Petro and all the other major fuel stops
continue to maintain high quality standards in both
their fuel and handling practices. At some truck stops that
don’t pump the volume that the majors do, water can
condense in storage tanks. If they buy from the day’s
cheapest source, they may get a load that has been in
storage longer than it should have been, or where costs
FEBRUARY 2019
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Q.

Your wear problem may be
caused by misalignment or
improper inflation pressure,
perhaps both.
have been cut by skipping over some fuel handling
practices letting snow or rain water enter the fuel. Water
in diesel is a life-supporting addition, but it’s not the kind
of life we want. It’s algae and fungus, brought into the
tank with air when the tank vents or fills. Water supplies
oxygen and hydrocarbon fuel nourishes these unwanted
creatures. They form
the slime that plugs
filters, blocks fuel flow
and plugs injectors.
That’s the crud you see
in the separator bowl.
Here are some
remedies. First, check
your tanks for free
water using a waterdetecting paste on the
Bad fuel?
end of a test stick or
yardstick. If you find
some, drain or siphon it from the tank.
Every fill-up, use a fuel additive that controls water.
Some emulsify water, breaking it up into droplets so small
they become harmless. Others de-emulsify water. They
alter the fuel so it will not hold water. It drops to the
bottom as free water to be removed. If you use a
de-emulsifying conditioner, check for water regularly.
Increase the normal dose for your first few fill-ups, but
don’t exceed limits printed on the bottle.
Fill up often, even daily. This reduces the volume of air
in tanks reducing condensation.
Finally, use a biocide additive at least once a year.
Biobore and Penray are respected makers, but not the
only ones. Follow label directions completely. Biocides
can be dangerous. LL
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DO YOU HAVE A
MAINTENANCE QUESTION?
Send your maintenance question to Land Line Magazine,
PO Box 1000, Grain Valley, MO 64029; email them to
Maintenance@LandLineMag.com or fax questions to
816-443-2227.
Although we won’t be able to publish an answer to
all questions in Land Line, we will answer as many as
possible.
FEBRUARY 2019

12 volt DC refrigerators
Not thermo electric
heat pipe coolers!
2-Year Warranty
Portable
Fridge Freezers
Up to 4 cu. ft.
from just $399
OEM
Replacement Models
from just $499

GEORGETOWN, KY • 502-863-4536
I-75, Exit 129 East, Next to Pilot Travel Center

www.TruckFridge.com
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By Howard Abrams PBS TAX & BOOKKEEPING

TAX TIPS
Beware of tax law changes

Q

I have heard so much about
the new tax law that I am
confused as to what changes will
affect me and my family.

deduction for qualified rental income
if you happen to have a rental
property.

A

Are there advantages to
becoming an LLC (limited
liability company) versus an S
corporation?

Good question. The most
common changes affecting
the individuals are:
n Overall tax rates have been
reduced.
n The deduction for personal
exemptions has been
eliminated.
n The standard deduction
amounts have increased –
$12,000 for individuals and
$24,000 for married couples.
n The deduction for state and
local taxes is limited to a
combined $10,000.
The elimination of most itemized
deductions will hurt company truck
drivers since they can no longer
deduct employee business expenses,
which include per diem, job search
expenses, moving expenses and
more.

Q

Since I have my own
trucking business, I have
heard I can get a 20 percent
deduction of my business income?

A

Generally the deduction is
20 percent of qualified
business income of your sole
proprietorship. It also applies to pass
through entities such as
S corporations and limited liability
companies. However, we suggest you
contact an expert as we are still in
the early stages of this deduction as
new alerts come out frequently.
There may also be a 20 percent
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Q
A

Referring to the 20 percent
of qualified business income
(QBI) it might now be more
beneficial to become an LLC because
if you are an S corporation you will
need to take a salary which may limit
the 20 percent (QBI) deduction.

As an LLC, you can
operate as a sole
proprietor. Everything
you do from opening up
your bank account, to the
debit or credit cards, and
purchasing your truck, is
done in the LLC name.
As an LLC, you can operate as a sole
proprietor. Everything you do from
opening up your bank account, to the
debit or credit cards, and purchasing
your truck, is done in the LLC name.
The limited liability company offers
an alternative to corporations and
partnerships by combining the
corporate advantage of limited
liability protection with the
partnership advantages of pass
through taxation. With this status, the
LLC’s income is not taxed at the
entity level. However, an LLC
typically completes a partnership

return if the LLC has more than one
owner.

Q

I am a team driver with my
wife and we were hired by a
company that classified us as
independent drivers when we should
have been classified as employees.
We drove their equipment. Our
employment was terminated after
two months, and we were turned
down by our state upon filing for
unemployment benefits since we
have not paid into the
unemployment system. What should
we do?

A

This has become a big
problem in the trucking
industry. Being treated as an
independent contractor versus an
employee can lead to selfemployment tax in addition to
income tax and, as you found out,
being denied unemployment benefits.
Your first step is to first determine if
your worker classification was
wrong. Try to get clarification from
the company. You may then need to
contact a labor attorney for further
guidance. LL

This article has been presented by PBS Tax
and Bookkeeping Service, a company that
has been providing income tax and
bookkeeping services to the trucking
industry for more than a quarter century. If
you would like further information, please
contact us at 800-697-5153. Visit our
website at PBSTax.com.
Everyone’s financial situation is different.
This article does not give and is not
intended to give specific accounting and/or
tax advice. Please consult with your own tax
or accounting professional.
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LAWSUITS

United States accuses YRC Freight
of overcharging for shipments
government is an affront to
American taxpayers, and the
Department of Justice will seek to
The United States filed a complaint
ensure that those who engage in
against YRC Freight, Roadway
such misconduct are held
Express and Yellow Transportation,
accountable,” Jody Hunt, assistant
accusing the companies of
attorney general of the Department
systematically overcharging the
of Justice’s civil division, said in a
government millions of dollars for
news release.
freight carrier services.
Roadway Express and Yellow
According to the U.S.
Transportation merged to become
Department of Justice, the lawsuit
YRC in 2009. In 2012, the name of
was filed in U.S. District Court on
the company was changed to YRC
Dec. 12 in Buffalo, N.Y. The
Freight, which is headquartered in
United States alleges that for more
Overland Park, Kan.
than eight years the defendants
In a statement posted on its
defrauded the Department of
website, YRC Freight said the
Defense “by millions of dollars for
claims were totally without merit
shipments that were actually
and that the Department of Defense
lighter, and thus cheaper, than the
currently represents less than
weights for which the defendants
1 percent of YRC Freight’s annual
charged the government.”
Dental_Memories
2018.2.2 7/16/18
2:43
PM LL
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revenue.
“Knowingly overcharging
the
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor
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By Jeff McConnell & James Mennella ATTORNEYS AT LAW

ROAD LAW
Watch your speed

Q.

I received a ticket for
speeding 81 mph in a
55 mph zone in Virginia. However,
the officer wrote the citation for
reckless driving. Is this correct?

A

Yes. Virginia, like many
states, has a statute that
addresses speeding that amounts to
what the state considers to be
reckless driving by speed. In this
case, you are governed by two
definitions. The first definition is
exceeding the posted speed limit by
20 miles per hour, and the second is
exceeding 80 miles per hour,
regardless of the posted speed limit.

Q.

Reckless by speed is really
just another version of a
speeding ticket isn’t it?

A

Absolutely not. The violation
is actually a reckless driving
charge and not a speeding ticket at
all. Thus, the maximum penalties are
more severe and a conviction can
result in one year of jail time, sixmonth license suspension, $2,500
fine, and six points in Virginia. If you
72 LAND LINE

conviction for a violation that you
received while operating a
noncommercial vehicle.

Q.

are not licensed in Virginia, then you
also have to worry about what your
licensing state will do once they
receive notification of a conviction of
reckless driving.
Of course, we don’t always see the
maximum penalties enforced, and
often the charge can be negotiated to
a nonreckless driving charge, so that
any jail time or license suspension
issues are no longer relevant.
However, every prosecutor and judge
may have their own policies with
regard to speeding thresholds, which
may come into play as well.

Q.

I have a CDL but was
driving my personal vehicle
when I received a speeding ticket.
Will it be easier to get a break since
I wasn’t driving a commercial
vehicle?

A

It depends. In some cases, it
may be easier to obtain a
good plea bargain if you were not in
a commercial vehicle at the time.
However, in most cases the citation
will reflect that you are a CDL holder
and depending on the prosecutor or
the judge they may have higher
expectations because of your CDL
status. Also, if you do have a CDL,
then the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations must be reviewed to
make sure you are not going to be
assessed a “serious” violation

I received a speeding
citation in my personal
vehicle and would like to take traffic
school for a dismissal of the charge.
Can I do this if offered by the court?

A

Usually the answer is no if
you have a CDL. In almost
all of the states that offer traffic
school, it is only intended for
noncommercial drivers. If you try to
use this remedy, it will more than
likely be discovered by the court
clerk and or the department of motor
vehicles that you are a CDL holder,
which will eventually negate your
eligibility, resulting in a conviction of
the original charge. Further, you will
have wasted your time and money by
pursuing this option. The only time
you may be able to get away with
traffic school is if the officer makes a
mistake and lists you as a non-CDL
holder, the vehicle is a
noncommercial vehicle, and the
completion of a traffic school does
not get transmitted to your DMV,
where someone may cross-reference
that you are a CDL holder. LL

Send any questions or comments regarding
transportation law to: Jeff McConnell and
James Mennella, Road Law, 3441 W.
Memorial, Suite 4, Oklahoma City, OK
73134; call 405-242-2030, fax 888-5888983, or contact us via Roadlaw.net.
This column is the opinion of the writer
and does not necessarily reflect the
opinions of Land Line Magazine or its
publisher. Please remember everyone’s
legal situation is different. Consult with an
attorney for specific advice on your
situation.
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Getting from point A to point B as
quickly as possible has always been
an issue in transportation. Whether
you are a commercial or
noncommercial driver, the temptation
to get there a little faster is always
present for the driver behind the
wheel. Sometimes we get caught in
the act, and other times we can speed
along without concern. But when we
do get caught, knowing how to
navigate through the system is the
key to keeping your driving record
clean.
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INDUSTRY
CALENDAR

More industry events@ LandLineMag.com

MARCH2019
7 Women with Drive Leadership Summit at the
Sheraton Toronto Airport Hotel and Conference Centre,
Toronto. For more info: https://truckinghr.com/content/2019women-drive-leadership-summit
28-30 Mid-America Trucking Show, Kentucky
Expo Center, Louisville, Ky. For more information, visit
TruckingShow.com.

APRIL2019
11-13 ExpoCam Montreal 2019, Bonaventure,
Montreal. For more information, visit ExpoCam.ca.

MAY2019
3-4 Midwest Pride in your Ride Truck & Tractor Show,
Tri-State Raceway, Earlville, Iowa. For more information, visit
MidwestPrideInYourRide.org.
9-11 East Coast Truckers Jamboree, Kenly 95 Petro,
Kenly, N.C. For more information, visit Kenly95.com.
7/16/18

2:41 PM

28-JUNE 1 Wheel Jam Truck Show in Huron, S.D. For
more information, go to WheelJamTruckShow.com.
30-JUNE 2 ATHS Convention and Truck Show at the
Grand Sierra Resort in Reno, Nev. For more info, visit ATHS.
org/2019Convention

JUNE2019

26-28 75 Chrome Shop Truck Show, near Exit 329
off I-75 in Wildwood, Fla. For more information, go to
75ChromeShop.com.

STD_2018.2

12 Mother’s Day Truck Convoy benefiting Make-A-Wish
Foundation at the Burle Business Park, Lancaster, Pa.
For more info, visit http://philadesv.wish.org/ways-to-help/
convoy or email chaynes@philadesv.wish.org.

1 Semi Casual Truck Show, Bristol, Tenn. More info:
SemiCasualTruckShow.com.
7-8 Joplin Truckers Jamboree at the Joplin 44 Petro in
Joplin, Mo. For more information, go to Joplin44.com.
8-9 Texas Trucking Show, NRG Center, Houston. For
more information, visit TexasTruckingShow.com.
14-15 Oak Grove Truckers Jamboree at the Oak Grove
70 Petro in Oak Grove, Mo. For more information, go to
OakGrovePetro.com.
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Don’t let short-term
injury cripple your
business.
Protect yourself with OOIDA’s
Voluntary Group Short Term
Disability Plan.

Limited
Enrollment
Period for all
New OOIDA
Members!

• Guaranteed issue! New members have 60 days from their membership
effective date to enroll for this benefit – regardless of medical history.
This plan will only be available for existing members during the
annual open enrollment period, January and February of each year.
• 24-hour coverage for sickness or injury.
• Two plan options available with 30-day waiting periods before benefits
are payable – one with a $400 weekly benefit*, and one with a $500
weekly benefit*, if you are under age 70. You will receive 50% of the
maximum weekly benefit if you are between 70 and 75.
(*This plan will offset with other plans.)

• Maximum issue age is 60, coverage to age 75.
• $25,000 Accidental Death Benefit.
• Travel Assistance and Identity Management Services included at no
additional cost.
FEBRUARY 2019

Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits

Group at 800-715-9369 for
more information and a quote on

this or other medical benefits available.
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OOIDA
on the road

By Land Line Staff

Look for The Spirit in border cities in Texas in February
OOIDA’s touring tractor-trailer, the Spirit of the American
Trucker, has scheduled stops in Arizona and Texas for the
month of February.
Jon Osburn, skipper of The Spirit, will be spreading the
word about OOIDA at truck stops along I-10, I-35 and I-20.
The main reason for Osburn and The Spirit to travel the
U.S. is to remind truck drivers that uniting as members of
OOIDA is the best defense against the infringement of their
rights.
Safe and ample parking, hours of service, and crossborder traffic and related issues are some of the topics at the
top of mind for drivers in these Southwest states.
For years, OOIDA has protested Mexico-based drivers
operating on U.S. highways without adhering to the same
standards as U.S. and Canadian drivers.
OOIDA has been active in the negotiation of the updated
NAFTA deal, now called United States-Mexico-Canada
Agreement, or USMCA. OOIDA helped get a provision
in the USMCA that establishes a regulatory process for
SpiritTruck
2_2019trucks
1/3/19
PM Page
1 zones.
restricting Mexican
to the 3:36
commercial
border

Congress has not approved the USMCA. OOIDA plans
to be involved in further negotiations on refining the text of
the final agreement.
The message to truckers underlying this work, though, is
that together professional truckers are a force for politicians
to take seriously. While not every trucker votes the same
way, all realize the importance of making sure regulatory
agencies take into account the problems professional
drivers face. Truckers need to be part of the solutions.
Mid-February finds The Spirit in the Texas border cities
of El Paso and Laredo. After that, Osburn is scheduled
to swing north in the Lone Star State to San Antonio,
Hillsboro and Terrell before heading to Louisiana. LL

Senior Member Jon Osburn has been an
OOIDA member since 1993. A former longtime
owner-operator, Jon has also worked as a
paramedic and a Navy hospital corpsman. He
lives with his wife, Vicki, in Boise, Idaho, and
travels with his loyal co-pilot, Sassi the dog.

ITINERARY FOR THE
OOIDA MOBILE DISPLAY: FEB 2019
Feb 2-5

Petro, Eloy, AZ

I-10, Exit 200

Feb 6-8

T/A, Willcox, AZ

I-10, Exit 340

Feb 10-13

Petro, El Paso, TX

I-10, Exit 37

Feb 15-18

Henry Albert T/A, Laredo, TX

I-35, Exit 13

Feb 19-21

T/A, San Antonio, TX

I-10, Exit 583

Feb 22-24

T/A, New Braunfels, TX

I-35, Exit 193

Feb 25-27

T/A, Hillsboro, TX

I-35, Exit 370

Feb 28-Mar 3 T/A, Terrell, TX

I-20, Exit 503

Mar 4-7

Petro, Shreveport, LA

I-20, Exit 8

Mar 8-10

T/A, Tallulah, LA

I-20, Exit 171
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Thanks to Western Star Trucks for
their generous use of the 2017
5700 EX Phantom II. Western Star’s
support of OOIDA, its mission and
its members is greatly appreciated.
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Recite aloud the colors of
the following words.

WHITE
BLUE
RED
YELLOW
GREEN
Sounds easy, but it’s not always that simple.

OOIDA’s Land Line Magazine … since 1975,
we’ve been reporting the way things really are,
not just the way they appear.

www.ooida.com I www.landlinemag.com I 1-800-444-5791
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STRANGE

THINGS
FILTHY

&

LIES

By Wendy Parker, STAFF WRITER

The road can be a wild and wonderful place. It’s like the internet come true, only with fewer cats
and more “nekkid as hell” characters, most of which have no business being publicly nekkid as
hell. Today’s crazy world may have satire taking a last, gasping breath, but there remain notable and
mentionable strange things. Of course, you can’t serve up an order of strange things without at least
fair warning of the possibility of filthy lies. For legal purposes, and all.

Excuse me while I answer my leg
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because their eyes won’t stop vibrating.
It also appears we’ve begun to genetically evolve to
compensate for these devices. There are scientists who
predict future humans will likely have larger eyes to adapt
for smaller screens. Longer, more dexterous thumbs and
slender, nailless forefingers will benefit touchpad use.
Y’all, we’re about to be wandering around out here,
vibrating and levitating with eyes the size of Hubble
telescopes. Couple that with index fingers like Uncle
Stubby and sugar glider thumbs and ol’ Twitchy from West
Memphis will look like a supermodel comparatively.
Put them doggone phones down and read a magazine
once in a while.
(In an effort to avoid litigious feelings, we vehemently
discourage doing so while driving. Which brings us to the
filthy lie about highway safety.)

Your bonus filthy lie
A large portion of the general driving public believe
driving is secondary to whatever else they need to do while
sitting in the car, traveling at high rates of speed. They’ve
been lulled into a false sense of security with adaptive
cruise control and self-braking SUVs that do everything
but require them to pay attention and drive.
Mind you, this is the same driving public that thinks big
trucks are the problem. As a matter of fact, Barbara from
Birmingham even Googled
it while she was “stuck”
behind a tanker full
of hazardous nuclear
waste on the loop this
morning.
Of course, being
“stuck” to Barbara
means only being able
to travel 3 miles over in a
posted double nickel.
And her Chrysler
Momzilla 500 has every
safety feature known to
mankind, so Barbara
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It’s widely rumored that cellphones will soon lose the
capability for making actual voice calls, because no one
ever answers them. They just lay the dang thing in their lap
and stare at their crotch while passing you on the right in
rush-hour traffic.
Phantom vibration syndrome is real. It’s self-inflicted
and completely strange but definitely real. Sometimes
referred to as “fauxcellarm,” PVS is
described as, “the perception that
one’s mobile phone is vibrating
or ringing when it’s not vibrating
or ringing.”
So next time you assume ol’
Twitchy at the West Memphis
truck stop is full of highspeed chicken feed, take
a Christian minute to
consider he may just be
afflicted. Bless his heart.
His leg is ringing, and
he can’t answer it.
According to internet
sources that expound on
the subject, human beings
have incorporated hand-held
computers so intrinsically into
every-day life that the devices
have become a part of our physical
response system.
According to my imagination,
that’s why the eye-glasses with
integrated cell phone capability
never took off. Those
poor folks got the
PVS so bad, they
can’t even write
an Amazon review

thinks she should clearly have ingress and egress as she
chooses.
Meanwhile, Barbara’s kids are sitting behind her in
their 12-point restraints licking the windows, or, even
worse, digging in their noses for buried treasure. That’s
right, Babs. We see your little germ donkeys doing vile
things while you judge us. But you don’t see us, because
you’re Googling, “What manager do I complain to about
commercial vehicles clogging up the highway?”
Give us a shout when you find out, how ’bout it, Barb?
And you might want to have that boy checked out. He
pulled a toaster strudel out of his left nostril about 4 miles
back.
Which brings us to the adults who apparently believe
being inside a moving vehicle makes them invisible. Either
that, or they just don’t care who sees them shaving their
legs while driving across the Cincinnati-Covington Bridge.
I find it difficult to believe any human being can be
focused on 85 mile-an-hour traffic while using a wooden
coffee stirrer as a nasal excavation device. I find it even
more difficult to believe the same person can safely get
a wooden coffee stirrer into their nostril while staring at
their crotch without some type of Egyptian mummification
training, much less careen through Friday afternoon rush
hour in the process.

***

Speaking of mummies, let’s just be clear here. Being
swaddled in a crocheted blanket doesn’t really constitute an
article of “clothing.” Unless your house is on fire and you
somehow have to hop on I-285 with nothing but web of
yarn knots covering your no-no squares, please wear pants
and a shirt while traveling. There are kids out here, licking
the windows and pulling toaster strudels out of their nose,
for heaven’s sake. We don’t need your mess, too.
One more thing, Francis, you’ve got issues you shouldn’t
be addressing in traffic if you have to travel with a nekkid
life-sized blow-up doll as your therapy companion. Quit
telling people they’re “federally approved airbags” because
we all know it’s a filthy lie. Put some clothes on that thing,
and keep your hands on the wheel, son. LL
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Situational awareness
One of the best lessons learned in
the Army was situational awareness.
It is the skill of using your
peripheral vision (eyes in the back
of your head) as well as honing the
observation skills to see, feel and
anticipate trouble before it appears.
Undoubtedly, it is one of the most
important mindsets and has saved
my hide many times over. Although

I have been told that
the mark of a true
pessimist is looking
both ways on a oneway street. Yep,
that’s me.
I am not paranoid, I try to anticipate
a problem or threat before it gets to
me. Parlay that into a long driving
career, and it has manifested itself
many times over.
Seasoned, experienced drivers
get it. It’s an accrued skill. You see
that car ahead of you, just past your
bumper, and you just know he is
about to cut you off to make the
exit. That SUV trying to sneak up
alongside your trailer as the lane
narrows because of a construction
lane closure. You would think the
driver is smarter than that, but
no – he wants to play battle of
the fenders. I see him and make
allowances.
It happens dozens of times a day,
and it continually amazes me that
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someone in a 3,000-pound plastic
car wants to play tough with a
loaded 80,000-pound big rig.
That same situational awareness
has kept me from bodily harm
in truck stops, as well. Since the
mandate of our electronic logs, I
have noticed more and more drivers
racing through truck stop parking
lots as if that extra two minutes
will cause them to shut down in the
middle of the freeway. I have seen
crashes and close calls, all because
some yahoo is up against the clock.
I trust no one. I will wait until
the driver moves on, and I have a
clear path. I have been told that the
mark of a true pessimist is looking
both ways on a one-way street. Yep,
that’s me. Too many times have I
seen a driver coming in the exit,
driving over concrete barriers and
curbs. I trust no one.
Sometimes that same situational
awareness has played tricks on
me. Many years ago, I was near
Beverly Hills, Calif., making
a delivery. Being of an overall
length with a need for extra room
for my rear gate, I had parked on
a long, straight stretch on Bundy,
awaiting my customer. A half
block away, people were piling up
flower arrangements near a gate to
a fence at a condominium. My first
thoughts were of a memorial for an
auto accident. When my customer
arrived, we handled our business
and I mentioned the piles of flowers
near the end of our block. I was
informed that this was the home

where O.J. Simpson’s wife and her
friend had died and that was the gate
the murderer had used for an escape.
There is nothing more I could say.
A few years ago in Dallas, I was
picking up multiple cars for a rally.
My customer gave me specific
directions where to park, and I was
to wait for all the cars to arrive. I
was close by his office tower, had
plenty of room, and the rendezvous
went perfectly. It was a pretty
impressive part of town, skyscrapers
on one side, older-looking buildings
over there. An interesting mix of
architecture, but something kept
getting my attention.
Folks with cameras, tourists, I
suppose, were gathered across the
way. I walked over to see what the
attraction was and noticed that no
one was taking “selfies.” There was
no laughter, instead, just solemnfaced visitors. When I turned
around, it hit me. I was looking at
the Texas School Book Depository
on Dealey Plaza, which is the site
of President John F. Kennedy’s
assassination. The very same images
I had seen a hundred times, and I
was now looking at the place that
changed America forever. I can tell
you that there is a very heavy feel in
the air that I cannot explain.
In many cases, situational
awareness has kept me from harm.
In some cases, I suppose, without
knowing, it, has led me to a greater
awareness. Take that with as many
grains of salt as you wish. LL
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Tandem Thoughts: The driver pay
problem – how we got here
When I leased a brand new truck to an ICC
authorized carrier in 1975, the tractor cost $36,500
and the trailer cost $14,300. They were both brand
new when I bought them and in less than two years
running team refrigerated in the 11 western states, I
paid the equipment off completely. You couldn’t do that
today. There’s a lot more to this than driver pay and
regulation. Our economy has changed drastically in the
last 35 years.
Getten
This is one of the most comprehensive articles ever
written on the state of the trucking industry. It makes
a very strong case for unions. There is no driver
shortage. There is a shortage of good companies
to work for. It is a race to the bottom that is still in
progress. I have been fortunate to work for a good
company, but they also have a turnover problem albeit
far less than the average of most OTR companies.
Driver pay and home time are some of the biggest
issues. I have found that parking is also at a critical
stage.
James H. Vanscoy
Truckers used to be mythical creatures that children
marveled at from beyond the velvet rope in truck stop
restaurants. Now they are scary monsters on law firm
billboards. Not gonna fix that anytime soon.
Ben Everware
Virginia transport board recommends against
truck-only toll in final report to lawmakers
Funny they can’t find the money to fix the roads or add
more truck parking, but they can give a billion-dollar
company, Amazon, a billion dollars of free taxpayer
money.
Michael Brinkley
Just raise the fuel tax for the whole state if you need
more money.
Brian Bechtel
Ohio to launch its truck parking
information management system
We need parking spaces … not signs that tell us there
are none.
Dennis Jr. Stotts
Another ELD maker closes up shop
I guess if the government allows a group to self-certify,
then they also self-decertify.
Kurt Keilhofer
Fuel tax increases in five states
go in effect for 2019
The states have raised their taxes because the federal
Continued on Page 80
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The OOIDA-Mary Johnston
Scholarship Fund

government won’t raise theirs and because there is
a push by some misguided politicians that the states
should be solely responsible for the maintenance and
construction of the national highway network, which
opens up the misuse of funds for nonhighway projects
and construction and design differences.
Randal O. Bouwens
FMCSA grants rearview mirror exemption
to company’s camera monitor system
I’ve got both and visibility with cameras is better
especially at night. Because of the night vision.
Gary Buchs
We, too, have both, and night vision is great. Doubt I
would ever not have both. Tech can malfunction.
Lisa Bowman Ringelstetter
Mirrors don’t malfunction. Even if they get cracked you
can still see through them. If they get totally removed
from the vehicle, you can go to Walmart and get any
mirror to get a temporary fix.
Rodney Morine
Done just fine with my mirrors for 40 years.
Larry Swisher

OOIDA, its board of directors and its
members thank

for its generous commitment of $10,000
to the OOIDA-Mary Johnston Scholarship
Fund for 2018/2019, PLUS an additional
$5,000 in memory of Jim Johnston.
Over the past 10 years, Shell has
contributed over $100,000 to the Mary
Johnston Scholarship fund.
OOIDA is grateful for Shell’s partnership
with OOIDA in this important member
program.

Yeah, because we know electronics don’t fail like those
archaic mirrors always seem to.
Eileen Richardson
I wouldn’t mind both, but I want the mirrors. The extra
.00000001 percent fuel savings isn’t worth losing the
mirrors.
Ralph Fiscus Jr.
I assume the FMCSA is going to be watching these
vehicles’ accident rates.
Gavin Packwood
Tandem Thoughts: The ongoing saga of XPO
Thanks for the quick history lesson on XPO/CF. I used
to see CF all over northern California and especially on
Donner Pass. Shame to see this proud outfit and the
subsequent entities going down the drain.
Rassco
South Carolina bill intended to deter hanging out
in left lane
Unfortunately, you can’t force people to be considerate
of others.
Billy Moore
Florida has a slowpoke law, and people just don’t care.
Walter Ceresi
It’s only as good as the enforcement!

800-444-5791
www.ooidafoundation.org
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Food Drop program puts truckers with rejected loads in contact with Indiana food banks
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

Truck drivers likely know this story all
too well. A grocery store chain rejected
25 cases of green peppers, citing poor
quality.
“The food was perfectly good, but
it didn’t meet their standard, or they
ordered too many and just didn’t want
to take any more,” said Bryan Spoon, an OOIDA board
member and safety equipment director for CMA Logistics,
Indianapolis.
The story usually ends with the truck driver spending all
day trying to get someone to take the food or, regrettably,
the food ending up in the trash.
However, thanks to a program developed by the Indy
Hunger Network, the food got in the hands of people who
needed it.
Spoon learned about the Indy Hunger Network’s
Food Drop program though the Indiana Motor Truck
Association.
“I came across the website FoodDropIN.org,” Spoon
said. “It listed a bunch of different food banks, and they
wereIns
ableAd_2_2018
to come and 1/4/19
pick the food
and Page
get it to
Life
1:46upPM
1 people

who needed it.”
Food Drop was created as a way to
benefit truck drivers and food banks
with rejected loads of edible food.
The program started in the
Indianapolis area in 2017.
Kate Howe, managing director
of the Indy Hunger Network, said
the program has been extremely
successful.
“It’s brought in a significant amount of donations,” Howe
said. “In the first six months of the program, we were able
to document about 90,000 pounds of food donated through
the Food Drop program.”
The success led the program to expand and is now
working with nine food banks across Indiana. There
are four in Indianapolis, as well as locations in Muncie,
Lafayette, Evansville, Bloomington and Fort Wayne.
Agencies will accept dry, frozen and refrigerated foods
that are still edible.
“We encourage drivers with a rejected load to go to
the website,” Howe said. “Find out where the donation
facilities are, how much capacity they have, and if they
have an after-hours number.” LL

Securing your family’s future
with life insurance through OOIDA
They are the most important people in your life and they depend
on you to protect them. How would they manage if you were not
there? How would they survive financially? That’s why you need
to make sure you are covered by life insurance in the event of
the unforeseeable.
Secure your family’s financial future with OOIDA and Puritan Life
Insurance Company of America of Austin, TX*.
As an OOIDA member, you can enjoy our low rates and
purchase $10,000 to $250,000 worth of coverage. (Subject to
underwriter’s approval.) Your spouse or domestic partner can
also apply for increments of $5,000 up to 100% of your approved
amount, not to exceed $125,000.

Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits Group
at 800-715-9369 for
more information and a quote on this or
any of the medical benefits available.

And if you are a new OOIDA member, you have 60 days from
your membership effective date to enroll for up to $50,000**
worth of guaranteed coverage – regardless of pre-existing
conditions.
Since 2011, OOIDA life insurance has paid over $9 million in
benefits for members and their families.
Call OOIDA today and find out how you can take that first step.
* Administrative offices: PO Box 11823 Winston-Salem, NC 27116.
** All coverage is subject to underwriter’s approval outside of open enrollment period.
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OOIDA congratulates its newest Life and Senior Members

Life Members

David Abdo
William Abercrombie Jr.
Keith Acox
Kenneth Adair
Jeremy Adkisson
Randall Aimoe
Earl Alcorn
Timothy Allison
Robert Alphin
James Anderson
Mark Anderson
Clyde Austin Jr.
Paul Avery
George Axelson
Gary Axlen
Kurt Bahler
Charles Bailey
Fred Baldwin
Debra Banks
Michael Banks
Roger Barner
Dale Barney
John Barry
Billy Bartholomew
Cathy Bartlett
Lori Barton
Daryl Batty
Maynard R. Beckman
James Beebe
Thomas Benford
Gregory Bennis
Donald Beuckman
Tim Blenker
Nanette Boardman
Kenneth Bock

Calvin Boehs
James Boies
James Bolden Jr.
Henry Bostelman
James Botsko
James Bouland
Chester Bowling
Raymond Bowman
Michael Boyer Sr.
Michael Brandt
Macarthur Braswell II
Scott Bristol
Reid Bronsteatter
David Brown
Eugene Brown
Loretta Brown
Steve Brubach
Timothy Buehler
Dennis Burris
Gerald Burris
William Burttram Sr.
Marcus Bynum
Colin Campbell
Kenny Carlton
Rodney Carsner
Fritz Casimir
Leslie Chapman Jr.
Garth Christie
Bryan Clark
Jacob Clayborne
Charles Collins
Joe Collins
William Collins
Dennis Colvin
G. Connell

Ronald Cook
Allen Cox
Basil Criticos
Hal Crocker
Thomas Crowell
Kevin Cullen
Raymond Culotta
Albert Cusson
Nancy Cusson
Ralph D’Ambrosio
Kristopher Dankert
Andrei Davidson
Osvaldo Davila
Elaine Davis
Harry Davis
Kevin Davis
Melvin Davis Jr.
Richard Davis
Robert Davis
Teddy Davis
Charles De Bord Sr.
Darlene De Long
Donald De Long
Rick Decker Sr.
Philip Deel
Martin Delaquis
Robin Dencer
Ronald Dencer
Stacy Deyton
Louis Diaz
Ricky Dieckman
David Dittmer
Bernard Downes
Jackie Doyle
Jimmy Drewery

David Dudding
Thomas Duncan
John Dunn
Grady Durham
John Ecker
Robert Emerick
Arvin Eveland
Timothy Ferguson
Ray Ferreiro
Steven Fessel
Kathryn Finneman
William Fisher
Ralph Fisk Jr.
Kevin Flanagan
Charles Flotte
Bryan Floyd
David Flynn
Tyler Foster
Michael Freer
Dudley Frey
Kenneth Friesen
Louis Fromherz
Robert Frye
Dennis Funk
Joseph Furness
Victor Gabris
Leo Gainwell III
Daniel Galliher
Gary Gallimore
William Gerberding
Robert Geyer Jr.
Douglas Giem
Efrain Gil
Rodney Gillett
John Gillette Jr.

Richard Godwin
Dennis Gordon
Ronald Graham
Ronald Grant
Terry Gratia
Calvin Grenus
Francis Gross
David Guetersloh
James Guhin
Lawrence Gynn
L. Hahn
Bettina M. Hall
Joe Hall
Selmer Halland
Karl Hancock
Arthur Haney
Brian Hanson
Kim Hanson
Robert Harlan
Steven Harper
Eugene Harris
Christopher Harrison
Chris Hart
Michael Hartley
Terry Heaton
David Hedrick
Dee Hellerman
Kevin Henry
Sabrina Henry
Dwight Hetzel
Donald Hill
Linda Hodge
Gary Hodgson
Darwin Hoffman
Thomas Holden

Edison Holderness
Robert Holman
Dale Homan
Philip Horst
Gary Innis
Robert Isabelle
Don Isler
Dennis Isley
Harrison Jackson Jr.
Michael Jackson Sr.
Steven Jacobucci
Pauline Jaske
Patrick Jeffers
Gary Johnson
John Johnson
Kermit Johnson
Randy Johnson
Renita Johnston
Thomas Johnston
Thomas Jordan
Craig Jornov Sr.
Michael Jowers
Eric Joyner
William Kalbfeld
Thomas Kania
James Kauffman
Robert Kay
Dennis Kelley
Greg Kellison
Christopher Kelly
Terry Kennard
Michael Kent Sr.
Albert Kidder
Mary Kidder
Harold Kistler

Sandra Goodrich
Charles D. Greenen III
Michael D. Hagan
Frederick Hardaway
William John Harf
James E. Harris Jr.
Gerald Harrison
Stephen M. Hayward
Gordon Hendrich
Micheal C. Hendricks
Kenneth Allen Higgins
Philip Larry Hill
Sean P. Hogan
Debra Louise Holden
Robert D. Holliness
John W. Homan
David Hood
D. Michael Howsare

Michael E. Huff
Steve Hughes
Eddie B. James III
Chester J. Jasonis
Lonny D. Jensen
Raymond Johnson
Lyle Jones
Thelonious C. Jones
Jason R. Kaup
Stephen C. Kiley
John I. Kitchens
Larry D. Krenek
Dennis D. Krugger
Donald D. Kubichek
Allen R. Lang
John E. Lawall
Joseph William Lawson
Mark D. Leatherman

Tina L. Lehr
Kevin Dale Lindenstein
Jimmy E. Loggains
Lance Lowe
Kelly Maclaskey
Orlen Mason II
Terry W. Masters
Clayton W. McBroom Jr.
Timothy P. McDermott
Paul F. McDonough
Rick E. McGuire
Michael L. McKimm
Larry Gale McMannis
Milton McManus
Dale M. McNeely
Lowell Messing
Reginald Mickins
Janet Miranda

Senior Members
Richard E. Addington Sr.
Daniel R. Alexander
Bobby J. Allen
Francisco Alvarez
Katherine L. Anderson
Jerry B. Andrews
Debra Armstrong
Joseph M. Armstrong
Luke Armstrong
Paul E. Armstrong
Stephen T. Bailiff
Theodore Barnes
Timothy Bartkowitz
Nelson Beach
Horace Bethel
Charles W. Bier
Brian C. Bills
Brandon E. Blake
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Kelly A. Blosl
Darrell E. Bogart
Mark Richard Bond
Timothy C. Bowman
Marland Brassfield
Sherry L. Bryant
Matthew Byler
Bobby J. Byrum
Matthew D. Carberry
Javier Cardoso
Shad Chain
Richard R. Chery
Jimmy Christian
Dennis R. Cinnamon
Brian V. Clack
Randy J. Cotterman
James W. Creedon
Darcy Crow

John D. Crow
Jolene Cushenbery
Thomas V. De Fayette
Chris E. De Marlie
Ray W. Decker
Billy E. Dickens
Kim M. Duncan
James E. Dupree Jr.
David S. Eason
Randall G. Filley
Levi F. Fisher
Bobby W. Flowers
Robert L. Frank
Ronald Frankenberry
Tommy Frazier
Dean L. Fust
Rachhpaul Gill
Michael Giruzzi
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Congratulations

Michael Knight
William Koehn
James Kollath
David Kosinski
Edward Kral
Timothy Kurtz
Paul Kyllo
Gary Lackey
Jeffrey Landrum
Peter Lapham
Steven Larsen
Scott Lavelett
Ronnie Lawson
Michael Leggett
Anthony Lewis
Mary Lewis
Craig Logue
Gary Long
Jeffrey Loughery
Steven Lowe
Stephen Lucas
Larry Lynn
Thomas MacMaster Sr.
Ronnie Makovec
Don Marcy
John Martin
Irvin W. Martin
Raymond Martin
Ricardo Martinez
Phil Martino
Andrew Mast
James Mast
Jerry Mauney
Scott Mayor
William McClish

Paul McElligott
Beverley McFaden
James McFarland Jr.
James McGraw
Thomas McGuire
Robert McVicar
Thomas Meehan
Doreen Meisner
Jeffrey Michalesko
Sid Michel
Charles Miles Sr.
George Millas
Richard Miller
Robert Miller
Vergil Miller
Stuart Milner
James Mingo
John Moore
Alpheus Moran
Connie Morris
David Morris
John Morris
Richard Morton
Charles Mounts
Suzanne Mounts
David Munter
Michael Murphy
Steve Murtoff
Bryan Mutchie
Larry Myers
Michael Newland
Richard Nichols
John Nikolai
Clarence Noble
Stuart North

Terry Nye
Donald Nygard
Mark Oetken
Douglas Olson
Gilbert Ornelas
Dwight Otto
Billy Owens
Robert Park
Willie Parks
James Payne
Jerry Perry
Daniel Peterson
Cecil Pierce
Steven Popp
Al Prichard
Gary Pummill
Randall Quiring
Kevin Rabbitt
Daniel Radebaugh
William Rake
William Ramsey
Rickie Rasch
Dennis Reed
Robert Renfro
Yvonne Reynolds
James Ricciardi
Gregory Richards
Michael Rizor
Kevin Roberts
Keith Robertson
Shawn Rockwell
Mike Roessner
James Rogers
James Lloyd Rogers
Alon Roller

Robert Rosema
Joachim Rothe
Joseph Rowe
Joe Rowland
Byron Royse
Kelan Rozanski
Rodney Rufenacht
Robert Ruppenstein
Basil Ryan Jr.
Lawrence Sacks
Dennis Safrit Sr.
Rade Saric
Saralyn Saylor
Fred Schaffner
Don Schilling
Tim Schmidlkofer
John Schneider
Donald Schrock
William Schultz Jr.
James Schumacher
Rebecca Scott
Raymond Sears
Danny Sexton
Michael Sheaf
Jeff Shearer
Wayne Shinkle
David Sienko
James Simmers
Scott Skethway
Ronald Skudlarek
Don Slater
Dewayne Smith
Gary Smith
Kellard Smith
Sherry Smith

Steve Smith
Gilbert Wayne Sornberger
Dale Spencer
Lee Springer
Louis Stagnone
Brian Staley
Roger Stauffer
John Steedle
Wallace Steele Sr.
Lawrence Steiger
Edward Stevens
Rocky Stevens
David B. Stevenson
Donald Stewart
Robert Stewart
Keith Stilwell
Rick Stockland
Mark Stoecker
Petr Stransky
Stanley Striewig
James Summers
Robert Swift
Andy Tate
Frank Thompson
Ray Thompson
Theodore Tims
Michael Torntore
Daniel Trautman
Jerry Treadwell
John Troester
Gregory Tye
Gary Ugland
Donald Van Der Hart
Raphael Vande Hei
John Vander Ploeg

William Vanderpool Jr.
Billy Vaughn
Larry Veenstra
Miguel Villalobos
Gary Wagoner
Beverly Wallace
Brian Wallace
Dennis Walley
David Walters
John Timothy Webb
Thomas Webb
Tom Weifenbach
Rapheal Wescott
Carl White
Joel White
Gary Wilcox
Ralph Wilcox
Leonard Wilde
Robert Willey
Benjamin Williams
Craig Williams
George Williams
Ike Williams
Byron Williamson
Stephen Wilson
Nick Womack
Fred Woods Sr.
Stanley Yoder
David Young
Eric Young Sr.
Joey Young
Carlos Zelaya

A growing list of members testifies to the fact that truckers want to
shape their own future and are willing to step up to do so.
Saul Miranda
Bobby E. Mitchell
Casey T. Moon
Ronald A. Moore
Byron E. Morral
Paul A. Mushall
John H. Narup
Carl J. Naumann
Anthony D. Neels
Brian E. Norris
Donald T. Norris
Ebenezer Ntreh
John R. Paterson
Gregg A. Perkins
James J. Pernicek
Ayra S. Pettit
James M. Pettit
James D. Rathjen
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Jeffrey Richardson
Randy J. Risch
Paul Robbins
Dean E. Rogers
Nicholas T. Rowe
Braulio Ruiz
Jerry R. Samson
Donna Samson
Carlos Sandoval
Walter Santiago
Buddy Saunders
Michael G. Scherer
Edmund Schulz Jr.
Mathew A.W. Schulz
Jason Christopher
Schwanke
John Settineri
Elramel Shabazz

Patrick A. Shelter
Drue D. Shrum
Susan L. Sigel
Toby J. Skinner
Sharon A. Snyder
Michael Sobieniak Jr.
Alfredo Solalinidez Jr.
Tommy J. Sonnier
Kenneth D. Stevens
Barbara B. Stone
Daniel H. Stone
David D. Strain
David M. Sutton
Craig M. Swack
Richard J. Symonies Sr.
Michael C. Taylor
Ronnie P. Taylor
Brian Thompson

Roger Thompson
Mikhail Tkachuk
Timothy E. Tookes
Allen A. Tuma
Guy A. Turner
Robert Turner
Roger L. Van Buren
James W. Vance II
Alejandro Velecela
Denise Vierstraete
Rick M. Vierstraete
Clint M. Vitez
Mark Wagner
Garrett Walden
Arnold D. Waldner
Ellen Wambold
Jay Warmke
Perry L. Warren

Sarah B. Warren
Robert S. Warzocha
Allen G. White
Bradley B. White
Rebecca Wicker
Donald R. Williams
George M. Williams Jr.
T. J. Winningham
Patrick Wireman
Norm L. Wolf
Gordon C. Zellner

For information on
becoming a member
of OOIDA, contact us
816-229-5791 or
visit OOIDA.com
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Get the
Visit ooida.com to view
the complete selection
of items available.
Order online, or
call 800-444-5791
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New from Shell Rotella
Shell Rotella has developed a comprehensive line of lubricant grease
products designed to protect and meet the challenges of life on the
road. Four varieties cover a wide variety of applications and include:
MP – a multipurpose, extreme-pressure grease designed for a wide range
of applications.
HD – a premium multipurpose grease with excellent high temperature,
anti-oxidation and anti-wear corrosion properties. Suitable for bearings
operating at high temperature and under load, such as disc brakeequipped wheel bearings.
SD – a high-temperature grease designed for lubrication of demanding
applications in vehicles and equipment, including high shock loads, where
rapid starts and stops may occur, such as chassis points, sliding pins,
trailer hitches and axle splines.
ET – a lithium-complex grease with antioxidants, EP and wear-preventive
additions and rust inhibitors designed for use on exposed surfaces such as fifth wheel plates, springs, trailers,
open pivot joints and water exposed equipment.
Visit Rotella.Shell.com or call 800-BEST-OIL (800-237-8645) Option 3 for more information.

Trailer light with a twist
The new Corner-Mount Interior LED Lamp from Optronics
International is a modular, low-profile lamp featuring a sturdy
corner-mount design that attaches securely to both the ceiling
and the wall. The corner location keeps the lights away from
potential threats while providing opposing beam directions that
reduce shadows and dark areas. The lamp comes with a passive
sensor that can be programmed to trigger either individual
light segments or a vehicle-wide interior lighting array and is
compatible with both 12- and 24-volt electrical systems. Lenses
and housings are made of tough polycarbonate material that
is sonically welded, and the base is made of sturdy aluminum.
The solid-state, surface-mount device design protects the lamps
against moisture, shock and vibration. For more information and
to locate a dealer, visit OptronicsInc.com or call 800-364-5483.

Cleanup made easy
PIG Oily Water Cleanup Towels from New Pig are absorbent
towels designed to allow water to pass through while capturing
oils, fuels and hydrocarbons. They are ideal for use in outdoor,
wet and rainy conditions to cleanup and wipe down oily tools
where oil has collected in cracks and crevices. The towels are
constructed from lightweight, durable material that conforms
to irregular surfaces and is tough enough to scrub concrete,
rocks and asphalt. The white color shows absorbed oil to
indicate saturation level. The towels are now packaged in
convenient, space-saving, easy-to-carry vac-packs that protect
the towels from dirt and moisture. Visit NewPig.com or call
855-493-HOGS (855-493-4647) for more information and to
purchase.
90 LAND LINE
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Wireless charging on the go
The PwrUp Qi Fast Wireless Charging station from Bracketron provides
easy access and fast wireless charging for all Qi-enabled mobile phones
and phones with a Qi receiver, including Samsung S7, Samsung Note 5,
Nokia Lumina 1520, LG G4, Motorola, Droid Turbo and
the Google Nexus 7, and more. Its 2.1 amps provide
high levels of current flow to the phone’s battery,
enabling faster wireless charging. The Temporbond
base will mount to virtually any flat, smooth or textured
surface and is available with either a magnet- or gravitymount. The advanced design of both mounts firmly grip
your phone to keep your device on the charging sweet
spot and keep your phone secure. For more information
and to order, visit Bracketron.com or call 866-237-4443.

Winch wonder with options
Kinedyne’s Z-shaped ergonomic EASE-Z Winch Bar rotates
360 degrees to enable users to optimally position themselves and the
bar for superior leverage when tensioning winch straps. Made of a
knurled, nonslip handle and tough, heat-treated carbon-steel painted
in high-visibility Kinedyne orange, the bar is available in three models.
The standard bar is 34 inches long. The two combination bars, which
can also be used to release tension on chain binders, come in both
34-inch and 39-inch lengths. The bar is tapered for easy insertion and
to help prevent slippage during revolution. The pivoting action allows
quick orientation of the bar as needed to avoid obstacles and to
achieve optimum posture while applying up or down force. The
angled shape of the EASE-Z Winch Bar makes it more stable and
unlikely to roll away when laid on the ground or on the deck of a
flatbed trailer. For more information and to locate a distributor, visit
Kinedyne.com or call 800-848-6057.

Mixed load solution
Coldtainers are stand-alone refrigerated containers designed for
drivers who need to transport perishable goods. The containers are
a portable, cost-effective solution for transporting mixed loads at
much lower upfront, operating and maintenance costs because they
don’t require insulated and outfitted trailers. Coldtainers are available
in front- or top-loading models in a range of capacities and with
numerous cooling, freezing and heating options. They use battery,
shore and solar power sources to operate on AC or DC power and are
designed to withstand vibrations related to vehicle use. The containers
are made of molded polyethylene and food-grade materials. They are
easy to clean and are in compliance with health and safety standards.
All models feature an integrated battery monitor and a user-friendly
digital display to view temperature and status. Coldtainers also record
temperatures and have a mobile Bluetooth capability for downloading
data to meet recordkeeping requirements. For more information, visit
ColdtainerUSA.com or 877-757-5974.

If you have a product you would like featured, send a news release with a photo to
Sharon_Costanza@LandLineMag.com. All featured products are subject to editorial review.
The information on these pages is prepared for publication by Land Line’s advertising department from promotional materials provided by selected
manufacturers. The publishers do not necessarily endorse any product or service featured in “Hot stuff and cool services.”
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TRUCKING CHARITY

Sleigh Bells and Santa gives gifts
to 33 kids of deceased truckers
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

Through the help of Truckers Final Mile’s Sleigh Bells
and Santa program, 33 children of deceased truck
drivers received an extra gift for Christmas.
Robert Palm, an OOIDA member from Albuquerque,
N.M., and founder of Truckers Final Mile, told Land
Line that the program generated about $1,800 in
donations and provided gifts to 33 children.
Sleigh Bells and Santa, which started in 2015, gives
gifts to children who lost a parent with an active
commercial driver’s license in the past year. Palm said
the organization was able to provide a gift to every
eligible child who was nominated.
“The intent of the program is to let them know that
they are not forgotten,” Palm said. “The trucking family
is still by their side and is still thinking about them.”
Truckers Final Mile, which started in 2013, is a

501(c)(3) nonprofit charity that helps return truck
drivers to their families in the event of death. The
Sleigh Bells and Santa program was added a couple of
years later.
Nineteen children received $834 worth of gifts in
2015, while $1,900 worth of donations were distributed
to nine families in 2016, and 12 children received
gifts from a total of $1,400 in donations in 2017. The
campaign is open to any child age 18 or younger who
lost a truck driver parent in a given year.
Palm said he would like to see the program get bigger
in 2019 and include corporate donors as the number of
eligible children increases.
“It may be just something like a teddy bear, but we
are going to get them something so that they know
they are on the mind of the people in the trucking
community,” he said. “We want them to know we are
thinking about them.” LL
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO DONATE VISIT

truckersfinalmile.org

This plan
has
Year-Round
Enrollment

ACA-Compliant Minimum
Essential Coverage for
Self-Employed Individuals
OOIDA offers a Minimum Essential Coverage (MEC) plan,
a self-insured health and welfare benefit plan that gives
access to important medical screenings, vaccines, counseling
and more to help participants stay healthy. This MEC plan is
compliant with the Affordable Care Act.
• Year-round enrollment
• Available in 48 states
• Affordable Care Act compliant
• Covers more than 60 Wellness and Preventative Services
• Can be group list billed

OOIDA Medical Benefits Group

800-715-9369
medben@ooida.com www.ooida.com
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Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits Group
today for information.
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Being on the road can get lonely without something
fun and meaningful to fill your down time. You can
make a difference in the life of America’s school
students as a TRUCKER BUDDY.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW
YOU CAN BE A TRUCKER BUDDY, GO TO

WWW.TRUCKERBUDDY.ORG
OR CALL 1-800-MY-BUDDY
LAND LINE 93

ROSES to the unnamed
truck driver who helped
save the lives of a pair
of dogs who were thrown onto
Interstate 81 in New York from a
moving vehicle. It happened back in
December and, according to local
reports, the trucker told police he
saw two beagles being thrown from a
dark blue Dodge Durango. He pulled
over and found one of the dogs
badly injured, so he wrapped it in his
shirt and then called the police.
That dog, named Trooper, had two
broken legs and had to have one
of them amputated. The Broome
County Humane Society said in a
Facebook post that the trucker, who
they identified only as Adam, offered
to take in both dogs while they
recovered and even offered to adopt
them outright.
While we’re at it, let’s give
out some RAZZBERRIES
to the idiot or idiots who threw
those dogs out on the interstate
to begin with. We don’t know what
kind of sick mind thinks it’s OK to
do something like this, but here’s
a newsflash for whoever you are:
Not only is it not OK, it’s heartless,
brainless and downright cruel.
Whoever did this should be ashamed
of themselves. Thankfully, there are
goodhearted folks like Adam and
the people at the Broome County
Humane Society, who are there
to pick up the pieces from these
horrible acts.
We’ve given ROSES to
Trucker’s Final Mile before,
but we have to give them
another shout out for a program
they have done for the past several
Christmases. Called Sleigh Bells and
Santa, the idea is to provide gifts
to the children of deceased truck
drivers. Any child under the age of 18
who lost a trucker parent in the past
year is eligible for the program.
It started in 2015 with just $834
worth of gifts and by 2017 that total
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had risen to $1,400. ROSES, too,
to everyone who pitched in and
donated to help make it a special
Christmas for some deserving
children.
ROSES to Love’s Travel
Stops for adding dog parks
to many of their locations.
Four dog parks were
opened at locations in Tennessee
and South Carolina last year, and
the company says it expects to open
another 29 locations throughout this
year.
Each of the parks is about 50 by
100 feet and includes double gates,
waste-stations and an off-leash area.
Considering how many truckers out
there like to travel with their furry
friends at their sides, this is welcome
news for the truckers and their fourlegged co-pilots.
RAZZBERRIES to a pair
of Mississippi men who were
busted not long ago for a
CDL skills test fraud scheme.
Benjamin James McGrigg, along
with Robert Anthony Davis, ran a
scheme we have unfortunately seen
far too many times. The pair falsified
skills test score sheets without even
administering both the skill and road
tests all in exchange for cash. What’s
worse is they did this about 65

times over the course of two years.
Both were indicted and have since
pleaded guilty, so thankfully they are
out of business.
However, while we’re at it, we
have to give some additional
RAZZBERRIES to the 65 drivers
who paid them cash for the fake test
results. Truck driving is a tough job
that takes real skills. There are no
shortcuts and no easy way around
it. And let’s face it, truckers have a
hard enough time with their image in
the media without the guys who run
these schemes – and those who pay
for them – making it worse.
ROSES to Illinois State
Police Trooper Tracy Lillard
for knowing a good truck
driver when she sees one. In a
Facebook post last year, Trooper
Lillard singled out a truck driver she
had encountered on the road. Rather
than the usual litany of complaints,
she complimented the driver for
sharing the road and allowing traffic
to merge onto the highway. She
even went so far as to get the truck’s
information and call the company to
give an “atta boy” to this driver.
She wrote, “I wish it wasn’t so hard
for motorists to understand how to
operate a passenger vehicle around
a tractor-trailer in order to stay safe
and out of blind spots, and I do my
best trying to educate them.”
She signed her post “Sincerely, a
truck driver’s daughter and a state
trooper.”
On behalf of truckers everywhere,
Trooper Lillard, thank you for taking
time out of your day to acknowledge
a good driver. The least we can do in
return is acknowledge a good state
trooper when we see one. LL

Got an idea for a ROSE
or a RAZZBERRY?

Email Terry_Scruton@LandLineMag.com.
You can also check out Facebook.com/
RosesAndRazzberries.
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